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Zusammenfassung
Lernspiele sind eine bekannte Art von Serious Games, die für Bildungszwecke entwickelt werden. Ein
Ziel bei der Bewertung ihres Nutzens besteht darin, sicherzustellen, dass sie diese Lernzwecke erfüllen.
Geeignete Bewertungsmaße werden in Forschungsbereichen wie Learning Analytics und Technology En-
hanced Learning definiert. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Lernmethoden ist das Erreichen von Lernzielen
jedoch nicht das einzige Erfolgsmaß für Serious Games. Vielmehr sollen Serious Games wie auch Unter-
haltungsspiele Spaß machen und die Anwender motivieren. Dieses Thema wird in Forschungsbereichen
wie Game User Research und Game Analytics adressiert.
In dieser Arbeit wird untersucht, wie die Nutzung neuer Datenerfassungsmöglichkeiten durch Smart-
phones der Forschung auf dem Gebiet der Evaluierung von Serious Games zugute kommen kann.
Unauffällige, integrierte Sensoren werden zur Beobachtung von Benutzerinteraktionen in natürlichen
Kontexten verwendet. Dies kann dazu beitragen, ein Serious Game aus mehreren Perspektiven und mit
tieferen Einsichten zu bewerten. Angesichts des Fehlens theoretischer Rahmenbedingungen für diesen
Forschungsbereich werden in dieser Arbeit Grundlagen für die Erfassung und Verwendung von Daten
aus verschiedenen Modalitäten für die Bewertung von Serious Games gelegt.
Zunächst wird ein Modell erstellt, das die verschiedenen Bewertungsaspekte von einem Serious Game
und deren Zusammenhänge beschreibt. Basierend auf einer Studie von verfügbaren theoretischen
Frameworks werden die vier Dimensionen Lernen, Spielen, Usability und Kontext klassifiziert. Zusät-
zlich werden mögliche Parameter definiert, die sich auf diese Dimensionen beziehen und während der
Auswertung beobachtet werden können. Diese werden insbesondere benötigt, wenn herkömmliche Pro-
tokollierungstechniken nicht ausreichen und zusätzliche Datenmodalitäten von Smartphone-Sensoren
erforderlich sind. Basierend auf einer Anforderungsanalyse wird eine multimodale Evaluierungs-
plattform für Serious Games, die eine mobile Datenerfassung unterstützt, als Proof of Concept imple-
mentiert. Herausforderungen bei der multimodalen Synchronisation, der Verknüpfung quantitativer und
qualitativer Daten sowie der Qualität von Daten, die in mobilen Umgebungen aufgenommen werden,
werden diskutiert. Mögliche Lösungen werden bereitgestellt. Schließlich werden Studien durchgeführt,
in denen diese Plattform bewertet und zur Evaluation von Lernspielen verwendet wird, um das Potenzial
solcher Techniken für die Evaluation von Serious Games aufzuzeigen.
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Abstract
Educational games are one prominent type of Serious Games that are designed for educational purposes.
One goal of evaluating their benefits is ensuring that they meet these objectives. Some measures for
this purpose are defined in fields like Learning Analytics and Technology-enhanced Learning. However,
unlike other educational methods, meeting learning goals is not the only success measure of Serious
Games. Contrary, complex requirements arise from their nature as games which are discussed in fields
like Game User Research and Game Analytics and need to be considered.
This thesis investigates how the use of new data collection opportunities enabled by smartphones as
an interaction platform can benefit research in the field of Serious Games evaluation. Unobtrusive inte-
grated sensors are used for observing user interactions in natural contexts. This can be vital for capturing
factors that can help evaluate a Serious Game from multiple perspectives and with deeper insights. With
the lack of theoretical frameworks covering this area of research, a need for establishing foundations
regarding the capturing and use of data from different modalities for Serious Games evaluation was
found.
First, a model describing the different evaluation aspects of Serious Games and their relations is laid
down. Based on a study of available frameworks, it classifies the four dimensions learning, gaming,
using and context. Additionally, sets of feature states related to these dimensions, observable during
evaluation, are defined. These are needed to examine aspects when traditional logging techniques are
insufficient, and when additional data modalities from smartphone sensors are required. Based on a
requirement analysis, a multimodal evaluation platform for Serious Games that supports remote mobile
data collection is implemented as a proof of concept. Challenges in multimodal synchronization, linking
of quantitative and qualitative data, and quality of data obtained in mobile settings are discussed. Possi-
ble solutions are provided. Finally, studies evaluating this platform and using it to evaluate educational
games are carried out and demonstrate the potential of such techniques for Serious Games evaluation.
v
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1 Introduction
Educators are increasingly recognizing the potential of using digital games to engage students in interac-
tive learning environments. Multimedia elements, storytelling, challenge, competition, random access,
parallel processing, immediate reward and low level of threat are all features which make many people
prefer them to traditional learning media [212]. In general, games that have a certain positive goal
beside entertainment (education, health promotion, etc.) are referred to as Serious Games. Game-based
learning is becoming a more and more acknowledged learning field and the use of digital educational
games is on the rise. Some learning game revenues even outperform pure entertainment games [80].
However, it is difficult to predict or reproduce the success of an educational game without having
well-established methods for its design assessment. Evaluation plays an important role in the field of
digital game-based learning: The decision for a time-consuming and expensive design process instead
of traditional media needs to be based on an expected increase in learner’s engagement and long-term
motivation. It is true that the effectiveness of achieving a learning outcome is the major evaluation goal
of any learning platform. However, specifically for educational games, the fun gaming aspect as well as
the user experience play an equally important role in design assessment [7, 240]. And when designed
for younger ages, edugames should be able to compete with other available games which children would
rather play for pure entertainment.
Designing and evaluating a fun and motivating learning game is not an easy task [173]. There is a
lack of consensus regarding the best approach to combining gaming and educational theories as well as
methods to fully capture and analyze the rich and deep interaction experience with this interdisciplinary
software. This makes it challenging to link certain design elements to its success or failure to improve
it in further development cycles [117]. Traditional evaluation techniques of non-gaming learning envi-
ronments or non-educational games do not provide tailored methods which can be directly applied to
evaluate the aspects which distinguish learning games from both product categories [142].
The need for more insight into the serious gameplay experience is further intensified with the emer-
gence of novel interaction paradigms which make classical evaluation methods insufficient [171, 241,
35]. Evaluating the whole experience from different dimensions is difficult when relying only on logging
mechanisms or traditional testing sessions, due to the multimodal, fast and highly interactive nature of
gameplay interactions [171, 241, 35]. This is why more and more studies are using multimodal data
(video, audio, screen capture, physiological sensors, mobile sensors, ..) for evaluation [246].
Capturing multimodal data unobtrusively in a naturalistic setting is essential for getting ’real’ inter-
action, affect and context data. As this is difficult to achieve in traditional lab settings, many tools
supporting this process are used for testing sessions, especially remote testing of mobile applications.
To develop such a system for Serious Games, it is important to establish theoretical foundations for
multimodal evaluation covering the dimensions of learning, gaming, usability and context.
1.1 Motivation
Affect and cognition have been found to be strongly connected to learner engagement and learning
outcomes [31, 113, 202, 213, 168, 214, 222, 89] and exploring them is getting more and more attention
in Serious Games research [185, 221]. Examining recorded in-game log events alone cannot fully convey
how a player felt or what a learner was thinking. In several studies, it was pointed out that there is a
need for multimodal data to fully capture in-game interactions for the evaluation of Serious Games and
get accurate results [15, 7].
However, when comparing educational games evaluation studies using in-game data collection for
evaluation, it was concluded in [142] that a relatively small percentage of these studies used multimodal
data. The authors assumed that this can be due to the costly and time-intensive process which can be
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difficult for small research teams to carry out. Not only recording but also understanding and establishing
relations across different data streams for the evaluation of Serious Games is a topic which is not fully
researched yet.
Another point also raised in the results of the aforementioned study [142] is that most observation
data collected during gameplay are not collected in the field but in a controlled environment such as a
computer laboratory.Serious Games are played on various devices, platforms and contexts. With the rise
in the use of mobile educational games [1] where play is often interrupted with external stimuli, the
need for mobile and naturalistic evaluation settings increases as isolated laboratory experiments do not
offer the same conditions [118, 8]. Not only does laboratory testing offer an artificial testing setting, but
also the obtrusive, difficult to set up and expensive hardware required makes it not suitable for serious
games research teams. In addition, the number of playtesters will be limited as they are required to be
co-located.
This is why remote testing is gaining more and more popularity in the field of mobile application test-
ing. The user can perform the test comfortably on their own devices and in natural settings and data is
sent (even asynchronously) to the researcher who might not be co-located, with no additional hardware
cost or expertise needed. Not only does this help in increasing the number and heterogenity of testers,
but the different capabilities of smartphones can also be used to provide rich contextual data. Adding
multimodal context information will provide valuable insight for Serious Games evaluation by helping
researchers understand why an event occurred during the process of playing and learning [141, 88].
As known from the field of multimodal recognition, adding more modalities helps in disambeguating
the results of other modalities and, in the current case, the results of examining text logs. Without this
additional data, some interesting behaviors and intentions of the user can get masked when just aggre-
gating log statistics. For instance, when classifying student dialogue acts, adding gesture and posture
information were found to be useful and helped researchers recognize the intentions of utterances [72].
Another advantage of using more than one modality for observations is that this might help detecting
interesting correlations between different modalities which support or negate certain research claims.
The main motivation for this research was thus the need for (mobile) multimodal frameworks for the
evaluation of Serious Games and the chance of exploiting the new technological landscape for capturing
valuable information about a Serious Games session unobtrusively. While there are a number of mul-
timodal evaluation platforms available for testing interactive systems in general (see a comparison of
features in Chapter 2), none of them is especially tailored for testing mobile educational games.
During the initial phases of this research, it was found that the absence of comprehensive theoretical
frameworks and concepts tackling the multimdoal evaluation of Serious Games, especially on mobile
devices and thus in mobile settings, made even the first step difficult for many researchers. Although this
is increasingly being researched in other disciplines, there is surprisingly almost no research on this in
the field of serious games. This is an attempt to compensate this gap and help Serious Games research
advance and adapt to the changing technology and research landscape.
1.2 Research Challenges and Goal
Although remote testing in the field offers many chances for Serious Games evaluation which motivated
this research, tests in real environments suffer from dynamic factors affecting recorded data quality such
as variations of illumination, exposure, orientation, distance, stability and noise. Such factors are more
difficult to control than in laboratory settings and result in missing or noisy data [35]. Thus this is one
challenge which has to be addressed by the current research.
Even the advantage of scalability and an increased participation in remote testing comes with its
own limitations. Having more testers means having more data, which can be desirable when applying
statistical methods but maybe difficult to analyze when doing so manually. Even if applied only on a
smaller scale in earlier design stages, making sense of data needs observing a session from multiple
modalities at the same time [96]. Thus to make use of captured multimodal data, researchers need tools
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to facilitate this process by pre-processing and synchronizing data, making it ready and easy to navigate.
This will be a very important requirement in the current work.
Another important issue worth considering is concerned with the data analysis phase. After captur-
ing and pre-processing the data, will researchers more probably use automatic or manual ways to make
sense of and draw conclusions from the data? Although there is lots of research on using fully automated
methods in affect recognition, it is still found to be very challenging. This is due to the heterogenity of
users, expressions, contexts [185] and for the current case also the heterogenity of serious games, inter-
action paradigms and design goals making it difficult to obtain accurate and generalized results [221].
In fact, even among close populations, small age differences were found to have considerable effects on
test results. For instance, one study [89] showed how facial expressions related to learning experiences
and self-efficacy differed between middle school and college students. Thus automatic recognition, de-
spite eliminating the need and risk of manual annotation, cannot yet be relied upon alone when it comes
to using multimodal data for evaluation. Observation by an expert, if done in an effective way and using
efficient analytics tools, can yield more reliable and applicable results, especially spotting significant be-
haviors in a field where there is still a lack of standard corpora or generalizable methods and definitions.
Serious Game researchers and developers (also teachers), with limited time and budget for their evalu-
ation and who need a theoretical framework and user-friendly platform for multimodal evaluation, will
thus be the main target audience for the current research. Nevertheless, the use of automatic analysis
modules should be easy to integrate into the framework and used on captured and pre-processed data.
In addition, the platform can be used to capture a large dataset for training different detection systems.
As an added value, applying multimodal evaluation techniques on a large set of heterogeneous games
in different settings and with different users can yield aggregated results which can help create a per-
sonalized content- and context-based Serious Games retrieval or recommender system, which is another
motivation and application field for the current research.
Research focus is not on the following aspects as they are out of the scope of this work:
• affect recognition and its accuracy
• networking, off-loading etc.
• (cost-)effectiveness of the applied games from the perspective of game development, benefits and
costs for educational institutions
• feedback loop for Serious Game design (needs subject matter experts)
• long-term learning evaluation (enhancing performance or loosing interest over time), transfer of
learning, etc., as the focus is only on a certain playtesting session
1.3 Context
The start of this research direction was influenced by the Serious Games authoring environment StoryTec
[166] which was built by the Digital Storytelling group at the Center for Computer Graphics in Darmstadt
and further cultivated by the Serious Games group at the Multimedia Communications Lab (KOM) at the
Technical University of Darmstadt. StoryTec is built upon an internal model considering updates in
the learner and player model during play as well as the storyline based on the Narrative Game-Based
Learning Object (NGLOB) Model [81, 82], another earlier contribution of the same research group. In
addition to authoring, considerable research is done on the monitoring and evaluation of Serious Games
experience, be it in games for health or education. A rapid prototyping tool for the StoryTec authoring
environment displaying updates in the internal models was one of the group’s earlier attempts in helping
researchers evaluate educational games created with StoryTec [217]. Continuing to adapt to recent
research needs, it is the goal of the current research to investigate ways in which more multimodal data,
in addition to traditional text-logs, can enrich the Serious Games evaluation process by capturing more
elements of the play-learning experience. Hence not only do the theoretical models of this research
contribute to the body of research at KOM and address an identified research need, but, through the
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prototypical implementation, StoryPlay is extended by multimodal features, encouraging more applied
research in this field. The requirements for this work arise from a real need identified by the group in
various research projects and not on mere speculations.
1.4 Research Questions
Based on the needs identified in the Serious Games Analytics research field, the main goal of this research
is to investigate the impact of using (mobile) multimodal data on Serious Games evaluation. This leads
to the following research questions:
Research Question 1:
Which parameters constitute a conceptual research model for Serious Game evaluation?
Research Question 2:
Why and when do we need to add multimodal data to interpret log events in Serious Game evaluation?
Research Question 3:
Which information do we need from multimodal data for Serious Game evaluation and how can it be
captured?
Research Question 4:
How can this information be linked to recorded log events for Serious Game evaluation and what are
the associated challenges?
SG Evaluation 
Parameters
MM Data: 
Why & When?
RQ2RQ1
Info from MM
Data & How?
RQ3
Linking to Log 
Events
RQ4
The Impact of Using (Mobile) Multimodal (MM) Data 
on Serious Games Evaluation
Figure 1.1: Research Goal and Questions.
1.5 Contributions
The initial research analysis carried out revealed a need for defining concepts and mechanisms for non-
invasive multimodal capturing in natural settings to support Serious Game evaluation. Thus as a first
step, a theoretical framework for multimodal Serious Games evaluation based on a review of relevant
research is proposed. The LeGUC framework (Learning, Gaming, Using and Context) describes the differ-
ent aspects of a Serious Game which are to be evaluated and classifying the four dimensions: Learning,
Gaming, Using and Context. Under each of these dimensions, different requirements need to be met to
increase the quality of a Serious Game. These evaluation aspects are further categorized into features
that can be evaluated without real users and others which need testing sessions with participants to be
investigated, as they depend on traits, abilities and preferences of different users. These include aspects
which need capturing and analyzing affective and cognitive states as well as context parameters. The
Reasons and Responses Model demonstrates when and why more multimodal data is needed for Serious
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Game evaluation. Finally, as a proof-of-concept, a platform for supporting remote and asynchronous
replay and analysis of recorded Serious Game testing sessions was developed based on the outlined
conceptual framework. Parts of this thesis have been published in papers which are listed in Appendix
A.
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Figure 1.2: Research Contributions.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter Two: Foundations
A foundation for the next chapters is first laid out explaining research terms and fields directly related
to our topic. Areas like Learning Analytics, Educational Data Mining, Game Analytics, Serious Games
Analytics, Affective Computing and their intersections and differences are presented. The different steps
of Serious Games Evaluation are discussed. This will help establish understanding paving the way for
the following chapters.
Chapter Three: Related Work
In this chapter, a review of related research is presented. First, a survey of user evaluation studies using
multimodal data then investigates why and in which areas and contexts these methods are used. Also,
the topic multimodal data capturing on mobile phones is researched and different related studies in this
field are discussed. Next, different theoretical frameworks on Serious Games Evaluation are compared
to determine which dimensions they cover. Finally, available evaluation tools and platforms are then
presented to help in gathering requirements for creating such a platform tailored for Serious Games.
Chapter Four: LeGUC Serious Games Analytics Model
Based on the related research in Chapter Three, the LeGUC Serious Games Analytics Model is pre-
sented for Serious Games Evluation as an attempt to fill the identified research gap and as a foundation
for a Multimodal theoretical framework. After determining what is to be evaluated in a Serious Game,
we need to determine how these aspects will be measured and where multimodal data can add more
value to the evaluation. So the LeGUC Model serves as a foundation for the more in-depth model aimed
at multimodal data which will is presented in this Chapter: The Reasons and Responses Model. These
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theroetical frameworks are then applied on a case study to explain them on real data. Finally, challenges
of using multimodal data are discussed to suggest requirements for this project.
Chapter Five: StoryPlay Multimodal: Mobile Multimodal Serious Games Analytics Platform
In this chapter the design requirement for a Mobile Multimodal Serious Games Analytics Platform are
presented based on the previous chapters. This is used as a foundation for the design and implementation
for StoryPlay Multimodal platform. Then, Implementation aspects of our platform are presented as well
as challenges and solutions.
Chapter Six: Evaluation
The evaluation process and results of the implemented platform are presented in this chapter as well
as an application with different serious games and testers.
Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Future Work
The work is concluded in this chapter, answering our research questions and giving an outlook on
future research which can benefit from our results and analysis.
6 1 Introduction
2 Foundations
Serious Games apply concepts of game technology in a broad application spectrum ranging from educa-
tional, training and simulation to persuasive and social impact games or games for health. In this thesis
the term Serious Games is used to refer to digital educational games, although this is one application
area of Serious Games. Because of its interdisciplinarity, the evaluation of Serious Games lies in the inter-
section of and benefits from metrics and strategies from several different fields. Hence, it is important to
review some important fields which are considerably related to this topic. This chapter gives an overview
over relevant areas and terminology which will be referred to in the rest of the thesis. A main problem in
providing such an overview is the variation in terminology, research background and objectives among
different researchers when discussing similar topics. This can be facilitated by starting with locating
this interdisciplinary research area and related terminology in the research landscape. Figure 2.1 shows
an overview of research areas to be discussed in this chapter and their intersections. The focus of the
current research, the topic of multimodal evaluation of Serious Games, lies in the intersection of all four
discussed research fields. It can be called “Mobile Multimodal Serious Games Analytics”.
Figure 2.1: Topics and Intersections of the Discussed Research Areas.
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2.1 Learning Analytics
With the digital evolution in education comes a necessity for improving assessment strategies accordingly
which are integral to any learning process. As educational data volumes increase and learning practices
get more and more diverse, finding appropriate evaluation techniques becomes a challenging task. Al-
though technological advances also enable advanced tools for gathering and analyzing data, research
on how to best utilize this for enhancing learning and assessment in novel educational settings still has
many open questions [17].
The emerging fields of Learning Analytics (LA) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) attempt to address
these issues by exploring models and techniques for making efficient and effective use of educational
data. This includes capturing, tracking, aggregating, analyzing, and visualizing/utilizing information
about learners’ interactions with learning content and their learning progress. Both disciplines have
the common goal of using these traces to improve learning but their methodologies for exploring and
using data are slightly different. While EDM is more concerned with analyzing and feeding data into
automatic adaptation, prediction and recommendation algorithms, LA directs more emphasis to appro-
priately visualizing these mechanisms for the user (instructor, instructional designer, institution, parent
and/or learner) and empowering him/her to interpret and intervene in the process [249]. Its learn-
ing benefits have been manifested in many studies where they were implemented in different contexts
[147, 251, 9, 60].
The field of Learning Analytics describes the “measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data
about learners and their contexts” to improve learning [250]. It establishes conceptual foundations as
well as application-specific recommendations for making efficient and effective use of “information about
learners’ interactions with learning content and their learning progress”. Metrics typically extracted in
Learning Analytics include information about the learners (independent of their interaction with the
learning environment) in addition to context-specific data extracted during interaction [142].
As the learning aspect is what distinguishes Serious Games (here digital educational games) from
regular games, the evaluation of Serious Games uses methods from the field of Learning Analytics. The
assessment of learning in Serious Games, as in any other learning environment, can take place before,
during and/or after the interaction with the game. Assessment of learning before using the game can
inform the design of the game, help personalizing the game or serve as a pre-test for performance
comparison. Assessment of learning during the game can be used to adapt the game on-line, to monitor
learning progress by teachers or institutions, as self-assessment for learners to reflect on their learning
and understanding, as part of the learning process to improve their memory recall or as a means to
evaluate the design and effectiveness of a game level or module. Assessment of learning after finishing
a game helps evaluate the effectiveness of the game, help learners know what they need to improve or,
if used (merely) as an assessment tool, to assist instructors/institutions to assess learner achievements
against intended outcomes.
Thus, for the evaluation of Serious Games, Learning Analytics provide an objective and cost-effective
approach for justifying the expense of using them in learning contexts. Hereby, the critical question is
how to best collect academically meaningful information from learners without disrupting their game-
flow. In addition, interacting with a Serious Game is usually more complex and produces larger datasets
than interacting with a regular learning environment. In this regard, the field of Game Analytics and,
more so, Serious Games Analytics provide suitable solutions.
2.2 Game Analytics
While Learning Analytics focuses on learning-relevant information, Game Analytics, as the term implies,
focuses on gameplay interactions and gives enjoyment of the game experience the highest priority [142].
Metrics used in Game Analytics are also typically more profit-oriented and are used to inform business-
intelligent decision-making and improve game development cycles [142]. Monitoring the effect of design
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updates on players is crucial for continuously improving and thus increasing revenue. These insights into
real and dynamic data in huge amounts (also called game telemetry) has been made possible with the
digital advances and thus the field of Game Analytics is relatively young. The term Game User Research
also describes a research field investigating the interaction between players and games [228]. In addition
to general business data, Game Analytics trace players’ actions inside the gaming environment in order
to gain a better understanding of their preferences, detect crucial design flaws as well as identify best-
gamers. However, although games offer rich information about players’ progress, the game industry is
not focusing on assessing competencies gained through the game as the games are not designed with
this purpose [142]. Thus, pure Game Analytics cannot be directly applied to Serious Games which were
not created for mere entertainment.
Telemetry
The term telemetry has been traditionally used in association with data collection in different fields
and is applied for remote mobile app data collection to a server [141]. In the field of game analytics,
this technology is used for (educational) games so that players’ interactions can be remotely traced for
analysis [108, 139].
2.3 Serious Game Analytics and the Serious Game Evaluation Process
It would appear reasonable that combining metrics from the fields of Learning Analytics and Game
Analytics would enable an effective way of evaluating Serious Games considering both their learning
goals and their highly interactive nature. However, some metrics of the two fields are actually conflicting.
For instance, failure associated with exploration inside a gaming environment contributes to the flow
needed to stay captivated inside the game whereas failure is not typically a desired experience inside
a learning environment and subsequently can be treated as a conceptual error. Another example is the
time to complete a certain task: While in games it is desired to make fast decisions and complete tasks in
a short time, learning needs more time to allow reflecting and critical thinking. Users of Serious Games
are players as well as learners, are thus referred to as play-learners [142] and need special metrics to
measure their performance as well as evaluate the quality of their playing experience. This is where
the field of Serious Games Analytics comes into play, tracing play-learners actions and behaviors and
assessing their performance with the purpose of improving Serious Game Design. Thus, to be able to
apply Serious Games Analytics, the broader research topic of Serious Games Evaluation needs first to be
explored.
2.3.1 Serious Games Evaluation
Primary Objective of Evaluation: Why to measure?
When reviewing research dealing with assessment in Serious Games, it becomes evident that, depending
on the primary purpose and context of the studies, they are either directed towards assessing the learner
or assessing the Serious Game. Assessing the learner online can help in adapting the game or making
predictions. This is also referred to as in-game analysis [97]. Assessing the learner can also be useful,
together with purchasing habits, for making recommendations. Integrated assessment in Serious Games,
also referred to as “Stealth Assessment” [247], can serve teachers, institutions or the learner himself for
monitoring learning. Using games as assessment tools in academic contexts is becoming more and more
popular due to their interactive, non-invasive and engaging nature and the big amount of gameplay data
they can offer [134]. Assessing the Serious Game is typically done off-line, also referred to as posterior
analysis [97] and has the aim of proving the fun and effectiveness of the game or uncovering possible
shortcomings to be fed into further development cycles or new games. As there is no common agreement
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on the best method to evaluate and improve the design of Serious Games, this topic will be addressed in
more detail in the next chapters.
Aspects to Evaluate: What to measure?
By inspecting the name “Serious (or, in this case more precisely, Educational) Games”, one can already
derive two main dimensions of parameters which need to be considered in Serious Games evaluation:
Learning and Gaming. However, by reviewing literature on Serious Games evaluation, a third dimen-
sion was found to also play an important role, even more for Serious Games than for other software
categories: the dimension of Usability and User Experience. This is because usability issues can greatly
hinder interactions with serious games, which directly has a negative effect on both learning and gam-
ing, and may thus make all design and development efforts on the other two dimensions go in vain
[207, 28, 192, 175, 205]. As serious games development teams typically have a much lower budget
than the entertainment game industry, not much is usually left for ensuring good usability which can
explain the mostly inferior quality of experience. In addition, many users of Serious Games are not reg-
ular gamers and may thus need special measures concerning usability. The main difference to regular
usability testing in Serious Games evaluation is that some obstacles to proceeding introduced in a game
are necessary components for adding challenge while these could be considered as negative issues in a
normal usability setting.
Evaluation Methods: How to measure it?
After determining what aspects about the serious game are required to be evaluated, it is time to decide
for the appropriate evaluation procedure. For that, the evaluators, the time and place of the evaluation
as well as the tools used are to be planned. Evaluators of a serious game can be real users or surrogate
users who perform expert evaluation [193]. These can be educational, game design, interaction design
and/or content experts. According to the time and place of the evaluation, different types of mechanisms
can be differentiated. Ex-situ evaluation refers to remote data collection without the need for co-location
[142]. In this case telemetry refers to remotely tracing the in-situ generated gameplay data from a gam-
ing environment [242]. In synchronous evaluation, the users and their actions are traced/analyzed in
real-time whereas in asynchronous evaluation, gameplay data is reviewed any time after the evalua-
tion session. Laboratory-based evaluation needs testers to be co-located which limits participation and
the testing environment is controlled but artificial. Remote or mobile evaluation gives the possibility of
employing testers from all over the world in their natural environments, without the need for special,
expensive and obtrusive equipments but has the downside of having an uncontrolled and dynamic envi-
ronment and may suffer hardware limitations. Thus, if the serious game to be tested is mobile and needs
to be tested in a naturalistic setting, a remote evaluation may be appropriate. [211] reviews different
elicitation methods for studying learners’ affect in intelligent tutoring systems. Similarly, [83] discusses
different methods and modalities used in the evaluation of serious games. Static (user-independent)
product aspects can be evaluated just by inspection or expert heuristic evaluation without the need for
real users to do the testing [245]. With real users, qualitative or quantitative methods can be used.
Qualitative or manual evaluation methods include observation, think-alouds, pre-post-tests, self-reports,
video analysis or surveys based on heuristic rules. Quantitative methods usually rely on game telemetry
or automatic capture and analysis of multimodal data.
Data: What will be captured to measure it?
According to the aspects to be evaluated and the evaluation methods applied, the data to be captured
will differ. Qualitative studies will result in questionnaire/interview responses, observation notes, think-
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aloud protocols and/or screen/video/audio recordings. Data from quantitative studies will most prob-
ably include log files but can also include video and audio recordings which are commonly used for
detecting visual and audio features and nowadays also frequently rely on physiological and/or mobile
sensing. For recording in-game interactions, log files are mostly used, while for detecting affective and
cognitive states, visual and physiological features are mostly extracted, although many studies also at-
tempt to do this using pure logging alone. For context, mobile sensors are usually used. In many
evaluation studies, data from multiple modalities is used.
Analysis: How to make sense of data?
According to evaluation method and data captured, different analysis methods can be used. Qualitative
data can be explored and annotated by experts manually to make conclusions [240]. Quantitative or
automated evaluation methods can use data mining or unsupervised machine learning on logging and
multimodal data. Hybrid methods use supervised machine learning or fuses self-reports with logging.
Analytics are often seen to be a relatively objective and cost-effective evaluation approach compared
to relying solely on self-reports and pre-/post-tests. It also has the ability to give real-time insight into
possible shortcomings of an educational game. In addition to assessing games, the interactions of play-
ers during gameplay sessions can provide a lot of data which can be used for identifying play-learner
attributes, strengths and weaknesses as well as measuring learning progress where they can even out-
perform traditional tests.
Integrated into Serious Games, analytics could thus perfectly fit as a tool providing implicit insight into
a learner’s knowledge state within the game. The wide variety of educational games poses a significant
challenge for defining a general methodology for integrating learning analytics into serious games in an
effective way [230]. We will therefore in the next section present several suggested solutions to this
problem covering different aspects like modeling decisions, data collection, reduction, aggregation and
analysis as well as effective use of results.
Figure 2.2 summarizes steps in planning and conducting serious games evaluation.
2.3.2 Serious Games Analytics
Modelling for Analytics
To successfully assess learning using learning analytics, the learning domain, the application concept as
well as the learner should be modelled in a way which facilitates data extraction and analysis. These
models should preferably also be stored in separate files in an easy-to-process format [230]. In this
regard existing models like the Competence-Based Knowledge Space Theory (CbKST) are usually used
as a foundation [128, 73]. This theoretical framework requires learning domains to be modelled as a
prerequisite competency structure to make the process of inferring knowledge states more efficient. Open
Learner Model (OLM) [40] is becoming a popular term among LA researchers as it requires presenting
to the learner an understandable visualization of his/her current knowledge state. Several studies have
shown how the OLM approach improves learning outcomes [288, 174]. In some studies, the learner
model was even made directly editable by learners. Using the Mobile Open Leaner Model the learner
can also “carry” his/her learner model with him/her and exchange it with other students to facilitate
peer tutoring [39]. Adaptive learning games, like adaptive tutoring systems, already need to employ
a learner model for their adaptation mechanism. One suitable model for this kind of games which
considers not only the knowledge state but also the player type and the narrative aspects of the game
is the concept of Narrative Game-Based Learning Objects (NGLOB) [82]. Here the representation of
context information consists of a triple vector for each scene containing information about the narrative
context (how appropriate a scene is for which step in which story model), the gaming context (how
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appropriate a gaming situation is for which player type) as well as the learning context (all associated
and prerequisite skills of a learning situation). Dependencies between skills are modeled as a graph based
on the CbKST [128]. Before being able to apply such an approach, relevant information should exist and
be appropriately structured to provide the following models: A Competency Model, an Evidence Model
and a Task/Action Model [248]. The Competency Model should present a fine-grained specification
of competencies which should be assessed. The Evidence model should relate different actions and
behaviors of a player within a learning game to the different competencies. In this regard, Domain
Structure Discovery refers to the problem of mapping tasks to knowledge components or skills [264].
Conceptualizing how a certain gaming context should be best designed so that player actions required
will result in measurable inference about their competency level constitutes the Action Model. This
approach in designing learning environments is referred to as Evidence-Centered Design (ECD) [172]. As
discussed before, in addition to modelling learning, other aspects like engagement are worth modeling in
the case of evaluating educational games. Therefore it is suggested in [119] to not only collect evidence
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Figure 2.2: Steps in Planning and Conducting Serious Games Evaluation.
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on the player’s state of knowledge using a so-called Skill Assessment Engine (SAE) but also considering
his/her motivation level through a Motivation Assessment Engine (MAE) as well.
Choosing Data
Determining which information needs to be extracted is an essential step for using learning analytics.
This depends not only on the learning goals, setting and tasks but also on the game genre, mechanic and
platform.
Intensive vs. Extensive Data
One possible classification of data to be collected using learning analytics depends on whether quantity
or quality is desired. Collecting data from a large number of users with only few information gathered
about each user results in extensive data while focusing on a limited number of participants to make
deeper and more-detailed observation produces intensive data [209]. Extensive data is primarily for
Educational Data Mining where patterns are recognized across large data sets while intensive data per-
forms better at recognizing patterns across multiple different data streams of one and the same user
over time. In some cases an approach combining both intensive and extensive data may be best as both
complement each other ensuring that no significant patterns are overlooked.
Single-Player vs. Multiplayer
Collecting data from multiplayer games poses its own challenges arising from the additional social
component. Learners’ interactions in a collaborative learning environment, within a Learning Manage-
ment System (LMS) or a multiplayer Serious Game, are a rich source of data which can be exploited
using LA. Data extracted from similar environments can be fed into a social network analysis pro-
cess to identify aspects of collaborative learning through relations and structures [189]. A diagnostic
tool is presented in [126], where social networking principles are used for in-class peer assessment of-
fering teachers a teacher supervision panel allowing monitoring task solutions and filtering collected
information according to their diagnostic or instructional interest.
Generic vs. Game-Specific Traces
In [230] the authors define a set of generic traces which can be extracted within learning game ex-
periences for learning analytics. The set consists of game traces (starting, quitting and ending a game),
phase traces (starting and ending phases), meaningful variable traces (update of variables) and input
traces (clicks and key presses). The Game Start trace not only contains information about the time the
game was started but also basic information identifying the user and describing context and demogra-
phy through technical data. The Game End trace records when the game was finished and, if the game
has many endings, which ending was reached. If the game is quit before reaching the end, the Game
Quit captures the context in which the session was interrupted. Phase changes can also be mapped to
storytelling elements and are linked to sub-games or learning chapters in a game. Here, the Phase Start
and Phase End traces can be used to identify when a phase has started/ended and whether or not it
was completed with success. Information contained in input traces can be input source, type of action
and associated data. Similarly, the traces collected and visualized in StoryPlay [230] are based on the
theoretical framework of the NGLOB framework described earlier [82]. In addition to logging all user
inputs, active variables, and the time taken for each scene, the system records updates to the internal
state in all three adaptation dimensions: storytelling, gaming and learning. This consists of a history
of visited scenes with their respective adaptation algorithm parameters based on associated and prereq-
uisite skills, the narrative context as indicated by appropriateness values, player attributes describing
the player model and the player’s skill state. Generic game logs provide valuable information which
can be used to assess learning games and identify strengths and weaknesses in their design. It also
makes comparing different games possible. However, not all information is equally meaningful in all
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types of games. In addition, games can produce huge amounts of partially irrelevant data which must
be filtered for analysis. For a detailed exploration and yet efficient analysis, it is thus recommendable
to additionally tailor analytics to the specific game design features and evaluation requirements. Ideally,
the game should be designed with analytics in mind. In other words, all major game mechanics in an
“analytics-efficient” design are chosen in such a way as to directly reflect a learner’s skill or behavior
interesting in terms of evaluation [272] . An example of such a game is Save Patch presented in [116]
where all player actions are tied to mathematical operations. The logging structure for this game was
also designed to ensure no key information gets lost and no data significant to evaluation is overlooked.
In [50], the authors suggest logging data at the “finest usable grain size”, i.e. recording clearly defined,
unambiguous events sufficient for understanding the context.
Capturing Data
To allow the integration of learning analytics, the game platforms should be able to record game traces
and are usually also required to allow sending them to external servers for collection [230]. However,
data useful for learning analytics is not limited to activity logs created by the game engine. Measuring
engagement and learning can be done by combining data from different sources.
Aggregating Data
After capturing extensive data from different users and different sources, datasets should be merged
for statistical processing or data mining to be able to extract information from it. For intensive data,
aggregation is also required to combine multiple streams of data captured by different devices about one
and the same user. A key challenge for this process is the current lack of interoperability [54].
Aggregation across Users
Logs typically contain a large amount of data and thus usually undergo preprocessing before they
are ready for analysis. Structuring, segmenting, filtering and normalizing raw data is done according
to the application at hand. Using session identifiers, data from different users can then be joined into
one central database. To enable this, the log files generated on all machines should be using the same
data format. There have been several attempts to standardize xml-based formats of log files for ed-
ucational data mining applications. In [125], a data format for logging interactions of learners with
tutoring systems is presented. Similarly, a format for encoding interactions within Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning (CSCL) environments was introduced in [66]. An example of aggregating logs
of multiple players in learning games was implemented for the tool StoryPlay described earlier where
playtraces from individual sessions are combined into one comprehensive spreadsheet [217]. In [229],
the use of aggregation models is proposed which use semantic rules to map game actions or states to
meaningful expressions under which similar events are grouped.
Aggregation across Modalities
When gathering multimodal data to enrich the interpretation of log files, researchers are faced with
many challenges during the aggregation phase [32, 66, 133]. Synchronizing data captured in parallel
using different devices is necessary for observing behaviors at specific timestamps across data streams
and for analyzing situations, confirming claims and drawing conclusions. Tools like Replayer are available
which enable synchronized play of streams they captured and proved useful in such cases [176, 66]. In
[32] the authors describe their time synchronization process for coordinating the encoding of several
video streams on different machines. Digital ink files were hand synchronized using the ChronoViz
multimodal analysis tool with their corresponding audio-visual files. An approach for synchronizing eye-
tracking data and log events with EEG signals was presented in [133], where they were imported as hits
at significant timestamps of the EEG traces to find correlations across channels.
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Analyzing Data
After the aggregation stage, data can directly be used for reporting, i.e. statistics and abstracted
overviews can be provided to the instructor/game designer or the play-learner whose task would be
to extract useful patterns from the data. If the system is to analyze data automatically, as the case with
adaptive educational games, then this stage is the most complicated, especially in games as real-time
processing is required for personalization. Expressing it from the learning perspective, the gathered data
should help get inferences about general traits and abilities of the learner, his/her general knowledge
state, his/her situation-specific state, his/her learning behaviors and his/her learning outcomes [70].
From the gaming perspective, measures to be derived are general game performance, in-game learning
and in-game strategies [50].
In the ECD approach described earlier, the Evidence Model describes the rules which govern the inter-
pretation of in-game sources of evidence to infer competencies. Usually, algorithms are applied during
learning sessions to update the competency model of the learner according to achievements and fail-
ures exhibited at runtime or more complex heuristics. Here, Bayesian networks can be used to update
associated probability distributions of the different competencies [135]. In the 80Days project [119],
the modeled knowledge structure is stored as a binary matrix, parsed at design time and then loaded
during gameplay into the runtime component of the Skill Assessment Engine. According to the player’s
game interactions propagated by the Game Engine, the Skill Assessment Engine updates probabilities of
corresponding skills whereas the Motivation Assessment Engine updates probabilities of aspects related
to the learner’s motivation like attention and confidence. In [116], Cluster Analysis was used to identify
solution strategies and error patterns of players from learning logs. Error patterns were further classified
into errors resulting from mathematical misconceptions and those related to game strategies.
The author of [230] specified rules for interpreting semantic information from his/her gathered
generic game traces described earlier. The idea is that by defining conditions on the variables like
time spent on tasks or phases, values of in-game-variables or more complicated rules depending on the
context, more insight into game experience and learning achievements can be gained. Similarly, it was
possible, by focusing on certain intervals of biometric data streams where certain significant events were
recorded in log files, to answer semantic questions [133].
Examples are finding out where the attention of the user was directed when a certain event occurred
or if certain physiological responses are related to certain interactions. In another study a model based
on Markov logic networks was proposed for recognizing player goals through their interaction in non-
linear games [92]. Prediction is in this regard also a popular approach for analyzing logs. For example,
real-time affect can be predicted in learning games using computational models as described in [132] or
[223].
Deploying Results
Using inferences resulting from the interpretation stage can be done in two ways: Either this information
is communicated to the instructor or the learner to empower him/her to make decisions on possible
measures or interventions, or they are directly fed into adaptation mechanisms implemented in the
game-based learning environment. The system can respond by choosing the appropriate next learning
object or narrative event (macro-adaptivity) and/or adjusting aspects within a learning task like task
difficulty or feedback type (micro-adaptivity) [119].
An example for making use of logs for enhancing learning experience in learning games through
adaptation is Leo’s pad, a smartphone application for children offering an early learning curriculum in
an interactive playful environment [276]. Along with this application, Parent’s Pad provides parents with
useful insight into the learning activities and progress of their children. Zoodles 1 is another example of
1 http://www.zoodles.com (last accessed January 2018)
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a parent dashboard for mobile educational games. Providing this kind of readable information to guide
a learning experience is one of the main goals of LA. This is why a lot of studies were carried out to
identify how to best visualize log data and learner models [64]. Hasse Diagrams are a popular way for
graphically representing competency structures.
In StoryPlay, visualization of logging information is realized using a replay component as well as
different real-time visualizations of narrative structure, player model and skill tree, respectively. In [230]
clicks on the screen were aggregated and visualized using heat maps to help identify which objects on the
screen received more attention. The learning analytics toolbox eLAT [65] employs several visualization
mechanisms which are not specifically targeting games but cover many aspects interesting for visualizing
LA in Serious Games like real-time operation, extensibility and interoperability.
Authors of [170] propose a technique for real-time learning analytics visualization for educational
games applied on the example of an adventure game teaching computer networks. Two powerful and
popular web analytics tools available for free use which can also be incorporated into learning apps and
games are Google Analytics 2 and Piwik 3.
Virtual worlds like Second Life 4 and OpenSimulator 5 are increasingly being used for learning by creat-
ing immersive learning scenarios making use of the natural and rich environments and the multimodal
and collaborative interactions as well as logging reports they offer [120]. An example for such a learning
scenario is “Chatterdale Mystery”, an English learning adventure game developed for OpenSim, is pre-
sented by the authors. Along with this game and as part of the Next-Tell project, a teacher control center
software was implemented which offers easy-to-use tools for aggregating, analyzing and visualizing log
files generated by OpenSim together with other sources within learning adventures allowing teachers to
define and integrate their own evidence rules.
Figure 2.3 depicts the process of applying Analytics in Serious Games as described in [240].
Modelling for LA
Learning Domain
Application Concept
Learner Modelling
Choosing Data
Intensive vs. Extensive Data
Single Player vs. Multiplayer
Generic vs. Game-Specific
Capturing Data
Activity Logs
Multimodal LA
Mobile/Ubiquitous LA
Deploying Results
Visualization
Adaptation
Analyzing Data
Evidence-Centered Design
Statistical Data Mining
Aggregating Data
Aggregation Across Users
Aggregation Across Modalities
Figure 2.3: Process of Applying Learning Analytic in Serious Games as Described in [240].
2.4 Multimodal Recognition
Today more advanced technologies and sensors can capture data with different modalities. As Serious
Games claim to offer learning content in a more “fun” environment, assessing User Experience is a crucial
part of Serious Games Evaluation. As humans display their emotions and cognitive states through dif-
ferent channels, also using non-verbal communication elements like facial expressions, eye movements,
body movements, tone of voice, posture and physiological reactions, pure textual data is not enough
to fully capture the experience. In that context, researchers explore approaches to allow computers to
2 http://www.google.com/analytics (last accessed January 2018)
3 http://piwik.org/(last accessed January 2018)
4 http://secondlife.com (last accessed January 2018)
5 http://opensimulator.org (last accessed January 2018)
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detect and recognize changes in a person’s affective state. This is the specialty of the field of Affective
Computing which is largely applied in evaluating digital products as one application possibility [206].
Multimodal Learning Analytics
The field of Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) can provide useful techniques for aggregating
and interpreting data captured along several modes. This new research area “emphasizes the analy-
sis of natural rich modalities of communication during situated interpersonal and computer-mediated
learning activities” [197]. For instance, measuring attention, effort and excitement within learning
environments can benefit from biometric data like information about posture, facial expressions, eye
tracking, pupil diameter, skin conductance, heart rate, respiration and EEG signals [133]. The author
of [32] demonstrated how MMLA can be used for naturalistic assessments and real-time evaluation by
analyzing programming snapshots, word counting, behavioral traces and video recordings of students to
categorize them according to their programming style and expertise as well as their affect towards the
learning subject, even without considering their test performance. A similar study [227] explored the
combination of audio, video and digital pen writing signals for the identification of leaders and experts in
a group. An approach for synchronizing eye-tracking data and log events with EEG signals was presented
in [133], where they were imported as hits at significant timestamps of the EEG traces to help find corre-
lations across channels. There are many challenges associated with this information-intensive approach.
Not only can these types of data usually only be collected from a small group of people, but combining
parallel streams of wireless data also produces complex and noisy results which are difficult to reduce
and synchronize for analysis. On the other hand, this approach helps to identify significant events which
might be overlooked using only extensive data. In addition, capturing rich modalities of communication
using multimodal recordings (e.g. speech, digital pen, images and videos) can also be especially useful
for evaluating collaborative learning settings [197]. In fact, traditional analytics based on clicks and
keystrokes limit their integration into new technologies which no longer depend on mouse and keyboard
for their input. An example of successfully combining multimodal data streams is described in detail in
[32].
2.5 Mobile Sensing
Reports of the Serious Games market point to the mobile sector as the dominant future direction, espe-
cially location-based learning games and mobile augmented reality games as increasingly used paradigms
[1]. Along with new types of user-generated data, the use of smartphones offers new contexts in which
learning occurs which should be taken into consideration when evaluating users’ interactions and also
have direct effects and pose new challenges on other evaluation aspects such as affect detection [36].
This shift makes testing in traditional laboratory environments not only difficult but also not naturalistic
as it ignores a large scope of the experience. As Learning Analytics based purely on logging of traditional
interaction patterns becomes insufficient, it needs to be enriched with multimodal mobile sensing data
in order to detect, for instance, that a learner is being distracted by environmental or social factors.
The term Mobile Learning Analytics describes “the collection, analysis and reporting of the data of
mobile learners, which can be collected from the mobile interactions between learners, mobile devices
and available learning materials” [3]. Thus, the field of Mobile Sensing, which is concerned with using
mobile sensors to unobtrusively track users and their non-static environment, also started to play a
growing role in the evaluation of Serious Games. The following are some smartphone sensors and their
potential affective and cognitive measures listed in [235]: Smartphone Cameras can be used for eye-
tracking and facial feature recognition which can be useful for inferring information about attention,
stress, learning patterns, different skills and emotions. Accelerometer, gyroscope and compass can be
used to detect body motion which could be used to measure arousal. Finger pressure on touch screens
can be indicators of stress, certainty of response and cognitive load. Voice recorded by the microphone
can be analyzed to measure stress and other affective states.
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Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning Analytics
Naturally, as soon as mobility and context come into play, learning analytics based only on pure logging
of traditional interaction patterns becomes insufficient. In addition, the new modalities of interaction en-
abled by modern devices demand new modalities of tracing. An example of novel interaction paradigms
are gaze-interaction games and apps where objects on the screen are moved using eye movements [30].
In fact, it would not be wise to ignore the rich multimodal data capturing capabilities of advanced
technologies when they can offer deeper insight into learning interactions which can enrich the inter-
pretation of log files for evaluation. Overlooking significant events, like a learner being distracted by
environmental or social factors, can lead to drawing incorrect conclusions in evaluation studies [177].
Smartphones present a promising platform for learning analytics because of their widespread avail-
ability and ease of use, flexibility, multimodality and personalization which makes gathering data much
more natural and non-invasive than traditional platforms. As the terms Mobile and Ubiquitous Learn-
ing are becoming more and more popular, new terms like Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning Analytics are
beginning to arise [3].
Mobile Learning Analytics is concerned with data of mobile learners resulting from their interactions
with mobile devices, learning materials and other mobile learners while Ubiquitous Learning Analyt-
ics additionally consider contextual information about learners and their environment such as time,
location, activity, noise, light and social environment.
An example of an application which makes use of context information for learning is SCROLL (System
for Capturing and Reminding of Ubiquitous Learning Log) [190]. Once the learner arrives at a place
where s/he had a learning session before, s/he is reminded of the topic s/he learned at the same place.
In addition, the learner can also select to view his/her own or other learners’ learning log history of
a selected time period or around a certain position. Another interesting question arises for learning
systems which can be used on both PCs and handheld devices. The two versions of the software may
not be identical, but rather complement each other, with one of them being recommended to the learner
according to the current location or context [39].
The use of mobile technologies for learning on the move, referred to as mobile learning or m-learning,
is becoming a well-established research field shaping the future of technology-enhanced learning [106].
Mobile devices can offer learning opportunities anywhere and anytime: Even in leisure-time people can
benefit from entertaining mobile games for learning or improving different skills [111, 244]. As these
technologies create new opportunities for learning, they also pose their own challenges, especially when
it comes to evaluating effectiveness of different mobile learning practices [270]. Migrating Learning An-
alytics (LA) [17], from traditional settings, where they have proven successful [147, 251, 60], to mobile
environments to make assessments in natural, non-stationary settings requires considering many new
factors influencing the learning process like dynamic context, device capabilities and social interactions
[268].
As mobile users nowadays use their devices throughout their day to accomplish different tasks and
access a variety of services, many studies have been carried out to investigate the use of mobile devices
to collect data about users and track their daily activities [43]. Following this trend, the term Mobile
Learning Analytics was defined as describing “the collection, analysis and reporting of the data of mobile
learners, which can be collected from the mobile interactions between learners, mobile devices and
available learning materials” [4].
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter described some relevant terms and research fields associated with the research topic. In
addition, the differnt steps involved in the evaluation process of serious games and how analytics can be
integrated were outlined. For modelling knowledge and skills within Serious Games, suitable approaches
like Narrative Game-Based Learning Objects (NGLOB) and Evidence-Centered Design (ECD) have been
investigated. Choosing which data is to be logged in Serious Games depends on learning goals, set-
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ting and tasks as well as game genre, mechanic and platform. Here it can be differentiated between
intensive and extensive data, single-player and multiplayer games and generic and game-specific traces.
Ideally, games should be initially designed in a way where all game mechanics reflect learner states to
make learning analytics more efficient. As games are played on different platforms and with different
interaction mechanisms, relying solely on activity logs will not be suitable for all kinds of serious games.
This is why terms like Multimodal Learning Analytics and Mobile and Ubiquitous Learning Analytics have
arised which have also been presented in this paper as well as different tools useful for aggregating data
across users and modalities. Deriving measures from gathered data can be done by defining conditions
on generic or game-specific variables and events which reflect aspects like learning, strategies and moti-
vation. In order to be used in games, this analysis is required to be carried out and its results deployed
and/or visualized in real-time.
Although there is an increasing amount of literature on this topic, there is a need for comprehensive
guidelines, especially in the critical domains of interoperability, multimodality and mobility. Due to the
complex nature of Serious Games, it was found that there is a need for defining theoretical frameworks
especially tailoring research on Learning Analytics to this rich learning environment. As a first step, the
overall process was described in Figure 2.3, also published in [240].
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3 Related Work
Making sure that a Serious Game reaches the goal which was set by the teacher/developer is not an
easy task. Not only should engagement and usability of an educational game be tested to make sure
people will use it long enough without getting bored or frustrated, the learning outcome should also
be assessed. Even with careful design and heuristic evaluation some issues are only discovered in user
studies incorporating realistic settings. However, to justify the expenses of using a Serious Game in a
learning context, the game has to be evaluated and its benefit has to be proven. This is why developing
good frameworks for the evaluation of Serious Games is a topic addressed by many researchers [83].
A main focus of this chapter is to investigate the ways in which the field of Serious Games evaluation
can benefit from multimodal methods by reviewing current trends as well as future potential. Although
there are numerous reviews on Serious Games evaluation frameworks and techniques, they lack the
focus on multimodality despite its many promises and challenges.
In this chapter, an overview over related research is given. First, studies using multiple modalities
in evaluation sessions are reviewed to demonstrate the potential of using more than one modality in
revealing valuable insight into gameplay interactions. Then, multimodal capabilities of smartphones are
investigated with regard to their possible uses in Serious Games evaluation. Next, theoretical frameworks
addressing the evaluation of Serious Games are compared as a foundation for the current research.
Finally, evaluation tools and platforms suitable for aiding this kind of studies are reviewed.
3.1 The Use of Multimodal Data for Serious Games Analytics
Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 present summaries of studies using multimodal data for the evaluation of
Serious Games, learning environments, non-educational games and multimedia, respectively.
Indeed, most studies evaluating Serious Games, non-gaming learning environments and non-
educational games using multimodal methods as seen in the tables focus on determining aspects from the
fourth category: especially logging user actions and recognizing cognitive and affective states through
different modalities, then combining both to examine aspects in the product assessed. By examining
studies determining cognitive states, the order of modalities used according to the frequency of use in
the listed studies is the following: Eyetracking was found to be the most used modality for determining
cognitve states, followed by physiological data and lastly audio. Other modalities like pressure exerted
on mouse and seat also played a role in one study in determining cognitive states. As for automatically
recognizing affective states for evaluation, it was found that facial expressions is the most frequently
used feature in the listed studies, followed by physiological data, then posture, gesture and finally audio.
Most studies focusing on user performance and strategies included logging with the other multimodal
data in their evaluation. Above all, the tables show how multimodal data are playing an increasing role
in the evaluation of learning and gaming aspects and, while still limited, in the evaluation of Serious
Games.
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3.2 Challenges of Multimodal Evaluation
The process of extracting information from multimodal data presents many challenges. Multimodal
synchronization is needed to prevent misalignments between different modalities due to different time
scales [258]. Multimodal Fusion refers to the integration of multiple media (data-level fusion), their
associated features (feature-level fusion), or the intermediate decisions (decision-level fusion) during the
analysis of multimodal information.
A study on multimodal fusion in the field of multimodal learning analytics [282] compares three dif-
ferent approaches for fusing multimodal data for learning analytics and discusses them: Here, Naive
Fusion is the approach used for conducting exploratory research by integrating aggregate features from
different modalities without specific apriori assumptions about any interactions between them and ig-
noring temporal dependencies. The term Low-Level Fusion was used to refer to the approach where
features are merged on very small time scales to uncover contextual dependencies during immediate
actions which is also generally referred to as data-level fusion. In High-Level Fusion, the features are
joined after classification, for instance to further examine different types of the same feature depend-
ing on another modality which adds a semantic level to the analysis but, on the other hand, may mask
low-level differences in the data.
While most studies of multimodal fusion perform integration on fixed segments across all modalities,
[138] investigates Event-Driven Fusion recognizing that not all relevant cues happen at the same time in
all modalities. In this approach which is especially useful for real-time applications, information from
each modality is used seperately to decide when more information is needed in other modalities, taking
into account time shifts which can occur. For example, an emotional expression may first present itsself
in voice before its facial reaction occurs. Thus, an event-driven approach may improve results of emotion
recognition across different modalities.
Another problem with multimodal recognition which is being investigated in literature is the gener-
alizability of recognition techniques to new populations and domains [221]. As Rowe’s study indicates,
not all features and techniques used for affect detection will yield the same results in different settings;
in this case posture-based affect detection in learning environments was tested. Another study [89]
showed differences in affective models across different student age groups for the same task and setting.
[54] discusses a challenge which is faced in the analytics field in general which is interoperability. For
our focus, which is the evaluation of Serious Games, the topic of interoperability plays an especially
important role because of the heterogenity of educational games. In fact, even when serious games are
comparable, differences in the evaluation process (like different activities, different assessment measures
and different statistical analysis methods) can lead to incomparable results [5]. In addition, there is a
need for a large dataset of serious games covering different topics and educational levels and deployed
in different contexts to make evaluation techniques and results comparable. To address the heterogenity
of data, analytics can be designed to extract generic information which can be applied to different kinds
of games, but this might lead to losing depth while game-specific data are tailored to specific games and
thus cannot be generalized.
Another challenge arises when trying to apply evaluation techniques to serious games played by a
large amount of players over a longer period of time. [96] presents some approaches to address this and
increase scalability of replay logs, for instance recording the experience of only a subset of the overall
player population or using intensive multimodal methods only in the prototyping phase with a limited
number of users, which is one scenario where multimodal evaluation methods are most widely used.
Because of these reasons, a hybrid approach is best in our view, where a Serious Games expert reviews
multimodal information with the help of a tool which facilitates navigation, applies some pre-processing
on the data to make it accessible for the researcher, but does not draw conclusions from the data by
itsself.
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3.3 Multimodal Sensing on Smartphones
This section investigates opportunities for the application of smartphone sensors to support Analytics
practices. An overview of the existing studies on utilizing smartphone sensing for different purposes
which can equally be used for serious games analytics is given. In addition, the challenges associated
with utilizing and analyzing multimodal smartphone sensor readings which should be considered when
researching in this field are explored. Surprisingly, despite the evolving capabilities of smartphones
and the maturity of mobile learning research, few studies have been carried out demonstrating the
use of multimodal data using smartphones for Learning and/or Gaming Analytics. However, different
studies showed the use of smartphones for eyetracking, facial feature extraction, voice analysis and other
techniques useful in recognizing congition states which are considered valuable for Learning and Gaming
Analytics.
3.3.1 Smartphone Sensors and Analytics
Smartphones nowadays are equipped with an increasing number of sensors such as GPS, accelerom-
eters, gyroscopes, microphones, cameras, proximity, light, temperature and humidity sensors as well
as radio antennas. In addition, other interactions and services on smartphones like sms, typing and
swiping speed, touch type, strength and count and different key pressing frequences can also offer rich
information for analytics [215].
Contrary to body-worn sensors, embedded smartphone sensors can collect rich information without
being obtrusive and allowing natural interaction without requiring additional hardware. Sensor-less
Sensing describes this “opportunisitc use of existing sensors embedded in daily use computing devices to
repurpose their signals to track different biometric states representative of mental or physiological states
directly or indirectly.” [199]. Using smartphone sensors is a good example of this non-invasive sensing,
due to them being widely used as integral to everyday life, and their connectivity enabling natural data
collection. The author of [235] lists the following smartphone sensors and their potential physiological
cognitive measures: Smartphone Cameras can be used for eyetracking and facial feature recognition
which can be useful for infering information about attention, stress, learning patterns, different skills and
emotions. Accelerometer, gyroscope and compass can be used to detect body motion which could be used
to measure arousal. Finger pressure on touch screens can be indicators of stress, certainty of response
and cognitive load. Voice recorded by the microphone can be analysed to measure stress and depression.
A useful tool for real-time visualizing smartphone sensor readings to support the development of sensor-
based applications is Sensorendipity [145]. In the following, it will be discussed in more detail how
different smartphone sensors can be used for collecting information which can be useful for learning
analytics and what challenges are associated with them.
The front-facing cameras of smartphones can be used for a variety of techniques to measure cognition
which can also be used in learning analytics, like eyetracking and facial feature extraction, despite their
generally lower resolution in comparison to the back-facing cameras [104].
Eyetracking techniques can give valuable insights for user evaluation techniques complementing tra-
ditional logging, e.g. how long a user watches a stimuli before making a selection or which hotspots
particularly attract users and can thus be powerful in guiding educational design decisions. A calibration
is performed for each user locating and recording the pupil while the user looks at different spots on the
screen. This calibration information is used combined with real-time locations of pupils to determine the
gaze location. In game development eyetracking can be used to measure player performance, engage-
ment and visual attention leading to the introduction of new metrics and design principles as well as
more efficient graphics algorithms optimizing perceived quality [260]. In [121], the results showed that
eyetracking can provide important information about game based learning process and game designs.
The authors of [259] propose a set of gaze visualization techniques for supporting gaze behavior analysis
in virtual environments using advanced 3D scan paths and 3D attentional maps.
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In [129], eyetracking using the smartphone camera was used to record and analyze the number of
words and the types of documents users read, where they read them, how fast they read as well as their
periods of concentrated reading, revealing quantified information about their reading habits. Addition-
ally, users can compare their tracked reading habits with their friends. In this app, when the user scrolls
to the end of an article slowly, at a threshold around 700 words per minute, while looking at the screen,
the article is counted as read and the reading speed is recorded. Using Latent Semantic Mapping with
a number of default categories which can be adjusted or extended by the user, the genre of the article
is determined. To make the eyetracking and gaze estimation techniques less dependent on the calibra-
tion phase, lighting conditions and orientation of the device, the authors suggest using light and motion
sensors and take this obtained information into consideration.
The authors of [48] used a smartphone mounted on the dashboard of a vehicle with front-camera
facing the driver to estimate driver’s gaze direction during driving. Gaze classification was carried out
with respect to eight gaze directions specified apriori for efficient implementation. Wide variations
across different drivers, vehicles, smartphones and camera placements have been identified making this
classification method not well generalizable, which is why the authors propose initially gathering training
data for each driver/vehicle/camera setup combination. As using controlled gazing during driving is
unsafe, the proposed technique consists of first carrying out training while the vehicle is stationary
and then combining this with data from the moving vehicle with simple road gazing to account for
camera jitter, driver movement, varying illumination, variability in driver pose etc.. Using a variant of
this method with only two broad gaze categories, safe (road, left mirror, right mirror, top mirror) and
unsafe (dashboard, phone/text, music console), very high accuracy has been obtained which can be
used for monitoring safe and unsafe driver behavior. Similarly, mobile pilot behavior was monitored
using eyetracking in [278].
Facial images have been used with good accuracy for emotion detection [146], differentiating six main
categories of facial expressions (surprise, fear, sadness, angry, disgust, and happiness) [68]. Extracting
facial expressions using the smartphone’s front-facing camera and correlating them with context, like
checking an sms, can help infer emotion and affect in everyday scenarios. For mobile learning, this
can be used to infer information about learner engagement. In fact, studies showed that smartphone
cameras can be used with good accuracy for facial expression recognition, especially as the computing
performance of smartphones is increasing [46, 151]. The authors of [46] propose a robust facial ex-
pression recognition system on a smartphone using Active Appearance Model (AAM) fitting methods
and backpropagation neural networks. In [151], a framework to track user’s emotional engagement to
videos played on a smartphone is presented by correlating facial expressions to video content. For this,
CSIRO Face Analysis SDK (CFAS), a library for facial geometry was used for tracking facial landmarks
[57].
As most users hold their smartphones close to their lower half of the face while watching videos,
attributes for lip corners were found to be more suitable for engagement monitoring than attributes
for eyes and cheeks due to their bigger relative size on the captured videos. It was also observed that
some postures of users while using smartphones doesn’t provide their face in the field of view of the
front-facing camera.
Appearance Context Logging, implemented in [285] is another use of the smartphone camera which
automatically and opportunistically captures face images through the day. The idea is that spontaneous
camptures track more naturally how the user is perceived by others. The FaceLog app takes a picture
of the user’s face when he unlocks the screen of his phone. As most of the pictures obtained using this
method had bad quality due to motion, posture, camera viewing angle or low brightness, the authors
suggest using predictive filtering before activating the camera by using other smartphone sensors like
accelerometer and luminosity sensors to rule out moments resulting in such low quality pictures and
thus save energy.
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In addition, moments of unlocking the screen turned out to be less appropriate for capturing facial
expressions as most pictures contained an expressionless face. The authors suggest choosing moments
of specific user-to-phone interactions like checking messages.
Another use of facial images is the extraction of vital signs from face images such as pulse detection
through color changes due to blood flow [210] and breathing measurement through small movements
on the chest. Both approaches have been realized in Philips “Vital Signs Camera” app for the iPad. As
such signs correlate to arousal, they can also be used in the evaluation of learner experiences.
All mobile phones have built-in microphones which can be used for voice analysis. Studies have shown
modest accuracy at measuring emotion and high accuracy at estimating stress [44, 144]. The toolkit AM-
MON [44] has produced high accuracy emotion detection through the detection of voice changes, pauses
and speech speed using smartphones. StressSense [144] was developed to detect real-time stress from
real-life conversations using android phones and its robustness was proven across different individuals
in different indoor and outdoor environments. This was tested during job interviews and outdoor job
execution tasks and compared to indoor and outdoor reading recordings. Stress readings from GSR sen-
sors were used as ground truth. Two adaptation schemes (supervised and unsupervised training) were
used to efficiently adapt a universal stress model to different users and scenarios using few observations.
Supervised adaptation was found to be a practical alternative to a personalized scheme, when limited
training data is available for a new user. Using smartphone microphone data to enhance learning expe-
riences may for instance especially be useful when children are using mobile learning apps as they tend
to express their joy and confusion verbally.
Instead of mouse and keyboard, users of smartphones and tablets predominantly use touch interactions
with touch strength and movement introducing new sources of sensory data. The authors of [233]
demonstrate the ability to predict student effort level by logging characteristics of a student’s touch
interaction while solving mathematical problems on a tablet and correlating them to high and low effort
problems. Students using the touchMath iPad app input their answers through writing/drawing their
working steps in an empty space beneath each questions. Stroke points, movements and pressure are
recorded as long as the student touches the screen providing information about stroke time, distance and
velocity. Touch pressure is determined using the iPad’s accelerometer detecting positive and negative
movements along the z axis with a sufficient sensitivity comparable to pressure-sensitive tablet screens.
Students are also asked to self-report their perceived correctness of their delivered solutions. Images of
each solution and related touch data are uploaded to the server along with problem level information
for later analysis. The study showed that touch pressure on a tablet screen can be predictive of the level
of student effort. The authors argue that this can be important for adaptive learning environments to
guide more accurate interventions which help avoid frustration. The authors also plan to add erasing
interaction as a measurement of affective states.
A system for logging, analyzing and visualizing all touch operations on an Android phone was pre-
sented in [99]. After obtaining touch logs with timestamps and current applications, touch operations
(single/multi touch, single/multi swipe, pinch in/out and rotate) were recognized, swipe speed was cal-
culated and results were visualized. Touch logs recorded automatically on Android OS already contain
timestamps which are relative to latest wakeup and has slightly different formats on different termi-
nals and were thus converted into a common format: absolute unix time. The current application was
recognized using a system dump. Touch behavior was found to differ according to person and context
even using the same application. For the visualization, each touch was drawn by a circle whose radius
depends on touch pressure and whose color corresponds to the application used.
A popular use of GPS and accelerometers is to track movement and physical activity using heallth-
promoting apps [90]. Recording places we visit in lifelogging apps was also used to aid memory [112].
An example for using location information for learning is SCROLL (System for Capturing and Reminding
of Ubiquitous Learning Log) [190]. Once the learner arrives at a place where s/he had a learning session
before, s/he is reminded of the topic s/he learned at the same place. In addition, the learner can also
select to view his/her own or other learners’ learning log history of a selected time period or around a
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certain position. The detection of common gestures using accelerometer and gyroscopic data in smart-
phones has been investigated in [199]. For instance, oscillation of the arm during common task such
as dialing, searching and browsing can give clues which can be used for activity recognition. In [104],
the authors propose connecting smartphones to external sensors in close proximity via bluetooth to ac-
quire sensor data. For this to function, both mobile and sensor device must support the same protocol
stack and have compatible bluetooth versions. The author of [114] demonstrates an unobtrusive mobile
electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring system that monitors the user’s ECG opportunistically during daily
smartphone use allowing inferences about stress, emotion, and even sleep quality using a prototype
sensor device attached to the test smartphone.
3.3.2 App Use and Phone Interactions
In addition to acoustic data and facial expressions, affect can also be measured on smartphones using
phone interactions and app usage [215]. The number of sms sent, the number of calls received and
made, the duration of calls, the number of presses on backspace/enter key on the screen as well as social
interaction patterns using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi scan and GPS traces can be used as usage clues. Accuracy
of affect sensing using this kind of data is lower compared to audio and video captures due to lower
correlation but are much less invasive [215]. However, they can provide good results when used for app
recommendation [235]. For instance, the study in [34] investigated the correlation between app usage
and time and concluded that time is highly related to app usage behavior. A time-based apps predictor
was proposed in [137] to dynamically predict the apps which are most likely to be used by deriving
probability models through extracting global, temporal and periodical usage features from app usage
traces. Apps with highest usage probabilities at a certain time are recommended to the user. Apptracker
[26] demonstrates logging app usage across multiple devices (iOS, Android and OS X). It logs the time
when apps are opened and closed and when devices are locked and unlocked. The authors point out
that an app being open does not mean it is in use, as some apps like facebook can remain open in the
background, and that categories used to order app stores are not accurate in describing use as there
are considerable differences between usage patterns in apps falling under the same category, such as
different social networking apps.
3.3.3 Applications
This section will first examin different successful applications of user profiling using smartphone sensing
will and then discuss possible implications for serious games analytics. The author of [26] points out
that the patterned ways in which mobile devices are used through daily life have made it possible to
infer information about people’s lives such as when they are in bed or getting home from work by
just observing phone data like when a device is in use. Combined with other information like device
charging, Wifi information or apps like alarm, map, transportation timetables or taxi-booking services,
more accurate pictures of life can be depicted. Lifelogging services which attempt to track our everyday
experiences and activities like sleep, exercise, food, mood, location etc. with the aim of tracking progress
and mediating memory are becoming increasingly popular [218]. Experiments in this direction are
carried out by the Quantified Self community, where users and developers collaborate to explore self-
tracking methods of making our lives measurable.
Several applications use real-time emotional and stress estimates using smartphones to offer Adaptive
Intervention. In [199], interventions based on social and gaming concepts are applied to regulate stress.
At times with significant changes, the user is also prompted to give a self-report which can be further
used for training. Similarly, a smartphone-based social alert system for autistic children [47] records
and analyzes data using smartphones carried by autistic children to automatically detect or predict their
stereotypical behaviors and alert teachers or caregivers enabling early intervention. Predicting is im-
plemented by correlating environmental factors with triggered behaviors using smartphone sensors like
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accelerometers and microphones and has demonstrated high accuracy. Annotations made by caregivers
on a remote server further aid classification.
Audience research has also benefited from mobile sensor readings [178] by tracking museum visitor
experience to reveal changing dynamics visitor behavior over time. The authors recognize advantages
of mobile sensing in this scenario as reduced effort of researchers, reduced time and cost of data col-
lection, increased accuracy and performance of tracking visitors’ positions as well as advanced analytics
opportunities. Another application field of using information obtained from smartphone sensors is Aug-
mented Cognition where cognition activities are modified according to physiological sensor feedback to
increase task performance. The authors of [104] discuss issues involved in implementing augmented
cognition activities on a mobile platform and the tradeoffs of gamifying augmented cognition activities.
A ubiquitous Augmented Cognition framework is proposed in [251].
In Mobile Learning, context-aware, personalized and adapted applications can be developed which
adapt learning activities according to factors like contextual information, learner attributes and real-time
affect. The authors of [289] outline that a mobile delviery tool is required to be able to automatically
detect and let the user input contextual information, to enable adaptation mechanisms on the deliv-
ered educational activities, resources, tools and services according to the context, to enable execution
of learning activities without an internet connection after adaptation and to provide a visualization for
easy navigation of learning activities. An example of an application which makes use of context infor-
mation for learning is Units of Learning mobile Player (UoLmP) [85] where the mobile context of the
learner is described by his/her temporal information including mood, interests, needs and preferences,
other people related to current context who influence the learning process, current accurate location,
cultural background and learning setting, technological and non-technological learning tools, current
time conditions and constraints as well as physical conditions. This information is used by the system
to adapt its learning flow. This was applied to an exemplary learning scenario in a language-learning
center involving collaborative learning activities with real-life tasks. In [218] the authors propose using
data offered by Quantified Self approaches to support the improvement of learner’s reflective learning
experiences.
Personalization of learning materials can also be achieved by adapting content to the user’s device
capabilities and UI preferences. A tool is described in [149] which automatically gerenates multimodal
web applications for a target device by using intermediate model-based representations of the user inter-
face’s logical structure. The user interface does not only adapt to properties like zooming level chosen by
the user but also responds to changes in environmental factors like noise and light conditions. Another
interesting question arises for learning systems which can be used on both PCs and handheld devices.
The two versions of the software may not be identical, but rather complement each other, with one of
them being recommended to the learner according to the current location or context [39].
As affect detection in an intelligent tutoring environment has already been proved to improve learning
effectiveness [10], we argue that collecting multimodal data from smartphones offers unprecedented
opportunities for the design of adaptive learning games and applications on mobile devices. For exam-
ple, learner engagement in mobile learning games can be used for adapting game elements or leaner
attributes and preferences collected through lifelogging can give insights helping learning app and game
genre recommendations. Measuring attention and effort during a mobile learning session using methods
described in Section 3.3.1 can provide valuable data for learning analytics. Multimodal approaches can
further enhance accuracy by fusing sensor readings to obtain meaningful results.
3.3.4 Overcoming Smartphone Limitations
Many algorithms of learning analytics require high processing, storage and energy capacity for data
collection and analysis which are obviously limited on mobile devices, especially when increasing sensor
readings and processing of multimodal data, [127]. However, not only are capabilities of mobile devices
on the rise following Moore’s law, but there are also other opportunities offered by smartphones which
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can be exploited to cope with or even eliminate these challenges. Mobile cloud computing and storage
allows computing and data storage to be off-loaded to the cloud through constant wireless connectivity
of smartphones which is becoming mainstream. This also helps reduce power consumption.
In [253], a phone-cloud collaboration model is proposed where the phone acts as a sensory organ
while the cloud acts like a brain. Sensor readings and activity detection results are sent from the phone
to the cloud where they are used to train the phone-independent probabilistic models associated with
the user and as fed into prediction algorithms. Data transmission load is low as only results are com-
municated. Additionally, for increasing battery life for always-sensing, a smartphone design is proposed
where the core network is isolated from the sensor network to allow CPU and main bus to sleep while
independent sensor subsystems are working. The sensor peripheral in this design has its own processing
units enabling inter-sensor communication, sensor data manipulation and fusion, with the size of each
subsystem depends on its requirements.
A crucial factor influencing computational speed and power consumption is algorithm efficiency, like
using low-power sensor readings to rule out the need for computationally intensive algorithms and more
power-intensive sensors where possible. For classification and reconstruction of sensor data, Compressive
Sensing [22] is also a promising theory which can address resource constraints on smartphones.
Other challenges associated with capturing and extracting information from multimodal recordings on
smartphones are related to the unconstrained mobile nature of these devices which requires the study of
various factors of the dynamic physical environment. Facial feature extraction using smartphone’s front-
facing camera can suffer from unfavorabble conditions such as illumination and exposure variations,
user distractions, unstable camera and low capturing quality [151]. To overcome these challenges,
other smartphone sensors can provide information supporting adaptive recording Sensor-fusion can not
only improve quality of photos and recordings, but can also support analysis, leading to more accurate
inferences. In [46], the application of the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) kernel obtained good results
under different illumination conditions improved results of facial feature extraction.
Similarly, voice analysis of phone recordings suffers from background noise, special attributes of sound
during phone conversations and acoustic attributes being lost due to dut to automatic gain control and
noise cancellation using the phone microphone. Here, readings from other sensors can also help in op-
portunistic recording and signal reconstruction. Privacy concerns further complicate collecting sufficient
data for training voice analysis models [144]. This issue is discussed in the next section. As media file
sizes on smartphones are smaller than PC video files, their analysis are less computationally intensive
and thus naturally faster [151].
3.3.5 Privacy Concerns
A considerable challenge associated with gathering data about smartphone users is concerned with eth-
ical considerations as collecting and disseminating sensor data raises serious privacy and security issues
[163]. Sharing sensitive information might lead to information or even device theft [74].
To address this, the design of such systems should require data to be stored and aggregated in such a
way that ensure users’ privacy [47, 26]. For instance, performing computation on the cloud requires it
to emphasize privacy management [253]. Users should also be able to opt out of logging services at any
time.
In [265], authors investigated reducing the privacy infringing content of first-person point-of-view
images taken by wearable cameras while still maintaining evidence of everyday eating behaviors. The
balance between images that might pose a privacy concern versus images that contain information salient
to a particular interest were quantified and made evident using a privacy-saliency matrix representation.
Using this model, techniques like face detection, cropping, location filtering and motion filtering were
applied to address privacy risks.
In addition, other sensor data was used to recognize activities of interest to discard photos likely to
introduce privacy issues. On the other hand, mobile multimodal learning analytics can also be used in
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controlled user studies with participants agreeing to share their information for the purpose of evalua-
tion.
3.4 Theoretical Frameworks for Serious Games Evaluation
Evaluating Serious Games requires considering different dimensions. As described in [161], playful
learning applications should be assessed in terms of their playability, learning and usability. As Serious
Games, per definition, are required to be at least more engaging than regular learning environments,
proving that a Serious Game is captivating and motivating, irrespective of its learning goals, is essen-
tial. However, a Serious Game which entertains but does not meet its educational goals is similar to a
medicine which tastes good but lacks the active ingredient. Proving the educational effectiveness of a
Serious Game can be complicated, depending on the competency it is designed to convey.
Usability and User Experience are crucial for any kind of application and in Serious Games they are
even more important [175]. Usability in this context is “the degree to which a player is able to learn,
control and understand a game” [207]. Usability issues can hinder interaction, making all development
efforts and costs useless. When surveying available frameworks for Serious Games Evaluation, four main
roles arise: The user, the Serious Game, interactions between both and the context in which the inter-
action takes place. Evaluation frameworks which consider only one of these roles can have one of the
following aims: Considering only aspects of the serious game without interactions with the user results
in heuristic frameworks defining quality metrics which can be evaluated by mere inspection without the
need for real users. Focusing on user behavior or learning without correlating with product qualities is
usually used for assessing the learner and not for assessing the Serious Game. For this reason, we will
focus in this section on introducing frameworks which cover at least aspects of the user (also referred to
by some authors with terms like the “Serious Player” or the “Play-Learner”) AND aspects of the product,
here the Serious Game. Table 3.5 gives an overview over these frameworks and the dimensions consid-
ered by each. Under each dimension, the aspects are listed which emerged from the literature review as
necessary to be considered when evaluating Serious Games. These are:
• learning, gaming and interaction design on the product side
• their counterparts: learner-, player- and user model on the user side
• coherence in design between the three dimensions
• in-game interaction metrics: performance (actions related to each of the three dimensions learning,
gaming and interaction), experience (affect and cognition during play as a result of each of the
dimensions)- see next section for more information and strategy (reason behind the actions which
can also be inferred as we will see later in the model)
• context
A cell with an x in brackets means that this aspect is only partially addressed by the presented frame-
work.
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Table 3.5: Theoretical Frameworks for Serious Games Evaluation.
Framework Citation Serious Game Context Play-Learner In-Game Interactions
Learning Gaming Using
Design
Align-
ment
Learner
Model
Player
Model
User
Model
Performance Experience Strategy
A
game-based
learning
framework
[269,
76]
X X X (X) (X) X X
Games,
motivation
and learning
[79] X X X X X X
X
Playful
learning: An
integrated
design
framework
[208] X X X X X X
Design, play
and
experience
framework
[281] X X X X (X) (X) (X) X X
Conceptual
research
model for
SG
evaluation
[158,
159]
(X) (X) (X) X X X X
X
EFM Model
for
Educational
Game
Design
[254] X X X
Flow
framework
for assessing
the quality
of
educational
games
[123] X X X X
Three-
layered
model
[78] X X X X X X X X
SG design
assessment
framework
[173] X X X X X X
The
education
and enter-
tainment
(E/E) grid
[167] X X X X
The six
facets of
Serious
Games
[155] X X X X X
RAGE
evalution
framework
[256] X X X (X) (X) (X) (X) X X
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3.5 Evaluation Platforms
In this section we will review tools suitable for helping in the process of evaluating Serious Games. In
addition to tools specifically created for Serious Games, we will also shed the light on evaluation tools
which can be used for any software or learning environment with special focus on tools with multimodal
support.
3.5.1 Serious Game Analytics Platforms
The two major tools which were built for supporting prototyping and evaluation of Serious Games in
literature are StoryPlay [165, 217] and GLEANER [98]. StoryPlay is a tool for collecting and visualizing
learning and gameplay traces based on the Narrative Game-Based Learning Object (NGLOB) model [81]
with which the Serious Games authoring environment StoryTec was created. This model represents a
player’s competencies, his/her player type as well as the narrative stage reached in the Serious Game to
help online monitoring and adaptation of the three aspects. Thus a serious game (or a “story”) created
with StoryTec can be tested in real-time or offline using StoryPlay, whereby the researcher, instructor
and/or game designer can view a replay of the gaming session alongside visualizations of any updates
in the model and variables as well as aggregate traces of multiple players.
GLEANER or “Game LEarning Analytics for Educational Research” is described as a game and learning
analytics tool to support serious games research [98]. It aids in choosing the proper data to be captured
as well as in data analysis and communicates with game engines via http. Data collected in GLEANER in-
clude generic traces defined in [230] like game traces, phase traces, meaningful variable traces and input
traces as well as aggregations of these traces. It also allows the construction of game-level and genre-
level traces as aggregations of low-level traces. Another logging framework for educational games built
in the Unity environment is referred to in [95] as Unity Logger. Unfortunately, we have not found any
Serious Games Evaluation Tool which helps in synchronizing and/or analysing multimodal information.
3.5.2 Game Analytics Platforms
Playtesting is an integral part of game development which aids in evaluating and improving video games
in different development stages. However, especially in the analysis of playtesting data, there is no
consensus on the most effective methods. Most Game Analytics tools rely on logging or recording so-
called game telemetry and then making aggregations and visualizations on the raw data to make it
accessible for developers.
As described in [70] and [275], using Game Analytics can help developers improve game design and
balance, “detect hidden problems and bottlenecks, categorize game contents and types of players as
well as identify possible future monetization opportunities.” Microsoft’s TRUE system [124] collects
gameplay, video and self-report data and visualizes metrics to help developers improve game mechanics.
One research-based tool for aiding Game Analytics is Data Cracker [164], a “visual game analytic tool” to
help monitor online multiplayer game-play before and after game release. HeapCraft [179] is a suite of
tools for the game Minecraft helping to measure collaboration among its players with the aim of fostering
strong player communities. For exploring arbitrary games, Gamalyzer [195] is a tool for clustering and
visualizing sequences of player traces.
Evaluation sessions, especially in the game industry, often include mixed methods using qualitative
and quantitative measures to help developers get a complete picture of player experience [263]. This
is a challenging and time-consuming task which reveals the need for tools to help developers to effi-
ciently combine multimodal data during and after evaluations [287, 263]. In [187] a tool is presented
which automatically identifies game-related physiological reactions by logging in-game events, annotat-
ing physiological responses and synchronizing their readings with gameplay session videos. A similar
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tool was discussed in [157] which combines logging, video, physiological data and self-reports. This
approach of unifying quantitative and qualitative data has been investigated in [171], where the player’s
path in the game was visualized along with physiological measurements.
Aside from physiological measures, a tool for recording eye tracking data and relating it with game-
play logging, LAIF, was presented in [184]. A tool called Vixen [63] which came to our attention after
our initial comparison of tools in [238] is used for interaction visualization of gameplay experiences.
This tool might be the closest approach to our platform but is intended for general games created with
unity and not especially for Serious Games as there is no learning analytics element to it. In addition, it
does not run on mobile devices.
3.5.3 Interaction Analysis Platforms
Fusing multiple streams of sensor data is a complex task requiring synchronization and aligned repre-
sentation. Chronoviz [75] is a tool which was introduced specifically for this purpose offering integrated
and interactive visualization of collected multimodal data streams to support data exploration as well
as in-depth analysis of significant moments. It provides several tools for interactively navigating, seg-
menting and annotating heterogeneous data from diverse sources such as multiple video and audio files,
computer logs, sensor readings, paper notes, and transcriptions. Support for mobile eyetracking into this
tool has also been studied in [278].
A similar tool is Replayer [177], a cross-platform and cross-language toolkit offering combined visual
exploration of diverse recorded data such as media clips and statistical log data using an extensible
distributed network system, where all inter-component communication takes place over TCP network
connections. In [266], it is argued that multiple streams of data need to be structured to facilitate the
analysis of complex collaborative learning environments by enabling a better understanding of effects of
social interactions, task design and learning tool use on learning outcome.
In the field of user experience evaluation, there are tools which support data collection and analysis
of user interactions with software in general, which can also be used for the evaluation of learning,
gaming and other domain-specific applications. Here we will focus on tools supporting multimodality.
In literature, these tools are referred to using different terms like Qualitative Data Analysis Software
(QDAS), remote usability evaluation tools, session recording tools or interaction analysis tools.
In Tables 3.6 and 3.7 we considered only interaction analysis tools which support recording AND
playback of multimodal data and which support logging or screen recording of interaction. This is why
tools created for the evaluation of Serious Games which were discussed in Section 3.5.1 like the original
form of the research tool StoryPlay were left out of this table as these tools do not support the recording
and playback of multimodal data. Most Multimodal Tools for Game Evaluation which were presented in
Section 3.5.2 like LAIF support either only recording or only playback. Also, most interaction analysis
tools were left out as they do not support logging or screen recording of interaction. The same tools
are used in the first column of all three tables but the originally one table was split in three tables for
better readability of the columns. The different categories in the tables emerged as a result of the survey.
In Table 3.6, the columns “Dimensions” and “Features” are presented: Here we differentiate the three
dimensions Learning, Gaming and Interaction according to the focus and application field of the tool 5.
In Table 3.7, the tools are compared according to the modalities they support. As shown in the tables
presented, most of the tools are pure interaction analysis tools with no focus on learning or gaming: Only
two tools listed are created for game evaluation while only one is for learning. This confirms our claim
that there is no tool especially created for the evaluation of Serious Games which considers the three
dimensions of learning, gaming and interaction as well as enables recording and playback of multimodal
data in addition to logging and replay. This re-search gap motivated our research to supplement the
available literature.
5 all web-links in the table were last accessed January 2018
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Table 3.6: Evaluation Focus and Features of the Different Platforms.
Tool Citation Dimensions Features
Learning Gaming Using
Synchro-
nization
Navigation
/Query
Pre-
processing
Annotation Analytics
ColAT [12] X X X X X X X
Annotation
Tool
[187] X X X X X
FBGM [153] X X X X X
DRS [38] X X X X X
Noldus
Observer
XT
[290] X X X X X X
Ogama [273] X X X X
Mangold
INTERACT
mangold-
international.com
X X X X X X
Silverback
Guerilla
silverbackguerilla.com X X X
UXCam uxcam.com X X X
Lookback lookback.io X X
Playtestcloud playtestcloud.com X X X X
3.5.4 Playtesting Platforms for Mobile Games
As for mobile games, Playtestcloud 6 is an online playtesting platform which offers a software which
wraps around a mobile game to equip it with screen and touch recording features without the need to
modify the game or to integrate an SDK. They offer acces to playtesters, who, before they start the game,
will see screens with instructions that walk them through tasks they have to accomplish for the playtest
and prevent them from launching the game after the playtest has concluded. The software will record
the screen contents of the app, all touch gestures and the microphone input.
In [246], the mentioned different research-based game, learning and interaction analysis tools were
compared based on their features and it was noted that there was no such tool tailored specifically for
Serious Games. This analysis underlines the need for including all important features found in these
platforms into one Serious Games Analytics Platform. Next the different features will be described and
how different publications of other tools have explained their importance.
For example, a tool called Vixen is described in [63] which enables interaction visualization of game-
play experiences. This tool is for general games created with unity and not especially for Serious Games
as there is no learning analytics element to it. In addition it does not run on mobile devices. Like in other
interaction analysis tools, the feature of recording and replaying the face expressions of game players
is presented as having many advantages for evaluation: It is an unobtrusive way of observing play-
ers’ engagement and involuntary reactions during playtesting [61]. Recognition and analysis of these
expressions can also be applied on the recordings as a quantitative assessment method [262].
6 http://www.playtestcloud.com (last accessed January 2018)
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Table 3.7: Modalities Supported by the Different Platforms.
Tool Modalities
Logging
Screen
Recording
Video Audio Eyetracking Physiological Mobile
ColAT X X X
Annotation
Tool
X X X
FBGM X X X
DRS X X X X
Noldus
Observer XT
X X X X X X X
Ogama X X X X
Mangold
INTERACT
X X X X X X
Silverback
Guerilla
X X X X
UXCam X X X X X
Lookback X X X X
Playtestclowd X X X
Another publication about an annotation tool [187] describes that the use of a session video view
with adjustable speed is desirable for investigating in-game action in parallel with their responses. Also
allowing the user to quickly skip through a video to jump to a certain event or a certain reaction by
clicking on this particular interest point was found to be a very useful feature. In StoryPlay, this is
achieved not by recording screen video which would be big in size along with the front-facing camera
video and not easy to navigate to a certain event. It is achieved by a session replay tool which reconstructs
gameplay from the log files using the game engine itsself, as we will discuss later.
As for mobile games, Playtestcloud (playtestcloud.com) is an online playtesting platform which offers
a software which wraps around a mobile game to equip it with screen and touch recording features
without the need to modify the game or to integrate an SDK. They offer acces to playtesters, who, before
they start the game, will see a screens with instructions that walk them through tasks they have to
accomplish for the playtest and prevent them from launching the game after the playtest has concluded.
The software will record the screen contents of the app, all touch gestures and the microphone input.
StoryPlay has a similar approach in recording log files on mobile devices, as well as front-facing camera
video and/or microphone recordings.
The feature of filtering out uninteresting video frames using information from low power mobile sen-
sors like the illumination sensor was described in [94]. They also investigate predicting whether a frame
contains faces using the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. These features have been included in
StoryPlay as well and this was one of the reasons why mobile sensor data is used in our framework.
The other reason is that they also provide data on how the player is holding the device which is also
important for UX testing.
In addition, location sensors have been used in some multimodal interaction analysis tools supporting
mobile deployment to track the location of the testers during a remote testing session [77]. This is useful
when having playtesters from different places and you need to gather location data and was thus also
included in StoryPlay Multimodal.
The synchronization and interactive navigation of multimodal data is applied in many multimodal data
analysis tools like ChronoViz [75], Tatiana [66], Digital Replay System [38], Noldus Observer [290] and
Mangold Interact (mangold-international.com). It enables researchers to jump to the point of interest
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and see all related multimodal data run simultaneously next to each other which saves time and effort
of analyzing and annotating qualitative data.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter first reviewed related work on modalities used in Serious Games evlauation studies. From
the presented summarized studies, it is difficult to make conclusive statements about which multimodal
data are more useful for evaluating which serious game elements. Every study only picked a method
and an element without having a connection to other studies and cannot be generalized to other games.
Another aspect which needs further research is how to facilitate closing the feedback loop and help devel-
opers infer recommended game-based learning design improvements from evaluation results. Although
from the shown studies, multimodal data was captured mainly for measuring affective and cognitive
states and thus cannot be directly used as a measure for learning outcomes, these states accompanying
the learning process have been shown in learning theories to have a considerable effect on learning. In
fact, the aim of using multimodal data is not to replace classical assessment of learning or even logging-
based mechanisms of assessment but rather to enrich these methods where more data is needed and
beneficial. Next, the literature review covered theoretical Serious Games evaluation frameworks and
available tools, also published in [246, 238], and research uses of Smarthpone sensors and their chal-
lenges. Furthermore, a comparative analysis of features of available research platforms as prototypical
implementations was conducted. These reviews of literature will be used as foundations for models de-
veloped in the next chapter as well as requirements collection for the prototypical implementation of a
mobile multimodal serious games analytics system.
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4 LeGUC Serious Games Analytics Model
In this chapter, the LeGUC model (Learning-Gaming-Using-Context) is introduced as a general theoretical
foundation defining dimensions of Serious Games Evaluation. This was needed to help in defining a
concept for linking serious games log data with affective and cognitive states, user behavior and context
data This part will be introduced in the second section and is called the Reasons and Responses Model.
The models are initially based on a literature review on related models in the fields Serious Games,
Affective Learning, Context-aware Mobile Learning and User Experience. Then it was put into use in
several evaluation processes which helped expand and refine it.
4.1 Model: Dimensions of Serious Games Evaluation
In Section 3.4, a comparison of available theoretical models covering dimensions of Serious Games
evaluation was conducted in Table 3.5. Most of these presented frameworks do not:
• distinguish which aspects of the game need real testers and which can be evaluated using only
heuristics and inspection
• distinguish which evaluation aspects will differ from one user to the other and which are indepen-
dent from user/player attributes
• consider the usability dimension for evaluation
• address the issue of alignment between different dimensions
• help map observed interaction indicators to the evaluation of Serious Game elements
The need for a model covering all dimensions found in literature as well as being more precisely descrip-
tive of the nature of interactions between the play-learner and the serious game is the motivation behind
our work. The model presented in this section is based on all previous models presented in Table 3.5 and
is an attempt to fill the identified gap as a foundation for the more in-depth model aimed at multimodal
data which will be presented in Section 4.2. Although aspects from all three dimensions discussed in
the previous chapter are strongly interrelated, we have chosen to divide them into the three categories
(learning, gaming, using) ignoring their interdependencies, see Table 4.1.
In addition, according to the available literature (cited in Table 4.1), we have differentiated the fol-
lowing categories:
• static product aspects: aspects of the product to be tested (the serious game) which can be
determined by mere inspection without the need for user testing as they are user-independent
• dynamic product aspects: aspects of the product (serious game) that need interaction from users
(play-learners) to be evaluated and are thus user-dependent
• dynamic user aspects: aspects of the user (play-learner) that can be determined through and
occur during the interaction with the product (serious game)
• static user aspects: traits of the user (play-learner) that are static but may still be determined
through the interaction with the product (serious game)
Thus in summary, we define aspects which can be collected without the need for user interaction with
the product as static whereas dynamic aspects need interaction to be observed or calculated. The aspects
collected from literature are summarized in Table 4.1. The second (dynamic Serious Game aspects) and
the third category (dynamic play-learner aspects) are in the focus of this work as they are the ones which
play a crucial role in studies evaluating Serious Games with users. These two categories are interrelated
as aspects in the second category once determined can help in evaluating aspects in the third category.
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Table 4.1: Aspects to be Evaluated in a Serious Game.
Learning Aspects Gaming Aspects Using Aspects
Learner Model Player Model User Model
Affect & Cognition Performance Affect & Cognition Performance Affect & Cognition Performance
Pl
ay
-L
ea
rn
er
St
at
ic cognitive traits,preferences, style,
interests
[115, 70, 181, 102]
prior knowledge,
skills, abilities [70]
player type,
affective model
[24, 81, 101, 86]
former gaming
experience
[140, 105]
demographics,
design preferences,
attitude towards
SG [142, 158, 102]
former experience
with SG [257]
D
yn
am
ic
interest, workload,
attention,
distraction,
drowsiness,
confusion,
recalling,
reflection,
confidence, pride..
[103, 277, 220]
response delay,
response accuracy,
numOfAttempts,
self-correction,
learning-related
actions
[93, 230, 247, 139]
surprise,
engagement,
excitement, fun,
immersion, anxiety,
relief, ..
[123, 148, 59, 162, 79]
time to complete,
progress, score,
levels, game
variables, paths,
assets,
game-related
actions [50, 140, 49]
confusion,
frustration, anger,
pleasure,
satisfaction, ..
[18, 182, 192]
click location, click
speed, inactivity
mouse movements,
navigation, time of
access, tools usage
[28, 142, 252]
D
yn
am
ic pedagogical agent,
instructions,
feedback, reward,
helping focus [27,
245, 269, 280, 271]
info chunking,
scaffolding,
difficulty level,
pedagogy,
connections to
authentic uses,
stimulation of
further inquiry
[286, 103, 96, 100,
245]
immersion
elements,
motivating
elements, clear
goals and subgoals
[123, 58, 79, 148, 50]
challenge
elements,
complexity,
replayability
[123, 58, 79, 148, 50]
clarity, efficiency,
meaningfulness,
recognizability,
context-Sensitivity
[27, 6, 286, 59, 236]
responsiveness,
ease of use,
intuitiveness,
learnability, no
irreversible errors
[27, 6, 286, 59, 236]
Se
ri
ou
s
G
am
e
St
at
ic
relevant theme,
consistency of
approach [27, 245]
scope and depth,
domain relevance,
activities diversity,
self-assessment
[130, 245, 103]
story, imagination,
positive role
models, visible
progress
[245, 286, 59]
diversity, degree of
freedom and
self-expression,
social elements
[286, 59]
quality, consistency,
helps you know
where you are
[236, 27, 6, 286, 59]
option to skip
content, clear
exists and main
menu everywhere,
saves states & info,
provides help
[27, 6, 286, 59]
Presentation Mechanics Presentation Mechanics Presentation Mechanics
Learning Design Game Design Interaction Design
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For example, determining cognitive states like cognitive load and effort can make statements about the
size of learning modules and the difficulty level. This will be examined in more details in Section 4.2.
The resulting theoretical framework for Serious Games Evaluation can be seen in Figure 4.1. In this
construct the focus is on Single-Player educational games. Within each of the three dimensions (Learn-
ing, Playing and Using) we distinguish, as in Table 3.5, Experience (Affect and Cognition) and Perfor-
mance on the user side and Presentation and Mechanics on the product design side. The reason we
put affect and cognition together is that many researchers have found it difficult to draw a concrete
separating line between the two as the way we feel mostly cannot be separated from the way we think.
As the literature review (see Table 3.5) revealed the importance of coherence in design, we have as a
parameter the alignment between the three dimensions. This means that it is important when designing
the gaming elements of a Serious Game to take into account that these elements should at the same time
be supporting the learning design elements and not disturbing learning, for example. The same applies
to the relations between all design dimensions which are indicated by arrows in Figure 4.1.
As laid out in Section 2.5, the context in which the interaction takes place also plays an important role
in the evaluation process [261, 13, 109]. Aspects related to context can be:
• Time, location
• Environment conditions (illumination, noise, weather, location)
• Device conditions (orientation, shaking, speed)
• User conditions (activity, social interactions - also mood, stress,..-)
When using this framework for design and evaluation, it is important to note that, like designing
any product which needs to satisfy conditions in different dimensions, trade-offs between the different
dimensions need to be undertaken, especially when conflicts of interest arise. Thus, it might be useful
to use a model such as the PLU Model (with the three dimensions Playing, Learning and Using) [161]
to determine appropriate design and evaluation decisions, e.g. giving each dimension a percentage
according to importance.
Figure 4.1: Model: Dimensions of Serious Games Evaluation.
4.2 Augmenting Event Logs with Multimodal Data: The Reasons and Responses Model
After determining what is to be evaluated in a Serious Game (see RQ1), there was a need to determine
how these aspects will be measured and where multimodal data can add more value to the evaluation
(to answer RQ2). This will be examined in more detail in this section.
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4.2.1 Model: Reasons and Responses
By looking at Figure 4.1, one can notice a core element which repeats in all the three dimensions.
This core element consists of the dynamic evaluation aspects: Presentation, Mechanics, Affect/Cognition
and Performance. These four aspect groups constitute the main elements contributing to an evaluation
process with users (after examining all static aspects). Thus, to determine where there is a need for
multimodal data inside the evaluation process of Serious Games, one needs to take a closer look at the
relations between these four aspect groups. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 which shows the Reasons
and Responses (R & R) Model, a core contribution of this research. The first step is to examine which
aspects can be captured using event logs. Event logs typically capture actions of the user (user-originated
events) inside the game environment, e.g. a certain move or clicking on a button, in addition to game
events triggered which the user sees as part of the presenation, e.g. start of a new scene or positive
feedback (system-originated events). Some studies try to analyze these events to infer the users strategy
or motives but they mostly find ambiguities in the reasons behind actions if only logging is inspected.
This is because the reasons behind a user action can lie in the mechanics of the game, the experience
of the player which can be expressed through affective and cognitive states or they can be independent
from the game and the user as they can lie in the context. In this case, pure logging events would be
ambiguous and the researcher or the system will need more information to make any decision. Affect and
Cognition can also be studied separately as a response to game events (presentation) to examine effects
induced on the experience by certain game events. Examples of these ambiguities will be discussed in
the following section.
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Figure 4.2: Model: Reasons and Responses.
4.2.2 Application of the Reasons and Responses Model on Evaluation Dimensions
In this section the Reasons and Responses (R & R) Model will be applied to the aspects described in Table
4.1 to illustrate why there is a need for multimodal data for determining/disambiguating reasons behind
actions in a Serious Game evaluation. Applying the model on the Learning Dimension as in Figure 4.3,
if event logs have captured an interesting behavior, e.g. that the learner has paused before answering
a question, then this may be due to several reasons: The reason could lie in the learning design of
the game as the learner may have a problem in understanding and thus did not benefit as expected.
However, the reason might also lie in the experience of the presentation if the instructions for answering
the question are confusing. But both inferences may be wrong as the reason might simply be that the
user has received a phone call before answering the question, a factor which is related to the context. So
this is an example of an ambiguity in analyzing event logs where multimodal data can help give more
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insight. An example of determining a response to events on the learning design side where pure event
logs may not be enough is determining the effect of positive feedback. This can be detected by looking
for emotions such as pride which are expected to be induced by positive feedback. In Figure 4.3, reasons
are indicated by blue arrows while responses are illustrated by red arrows.
Figure 4.3: R & R Model Applied on Learning Dimension.
On the gaming dimension (see Figure 4.4), skipping a subgame might mean something about the
replayability of the subgame or not feeling excited enough in this subgame if its design lacks motivational
elements, for example. Another reason might be that the subgame is not suitable for the current context,
e.g. instructions cannot be heard in a noisy environment. To examine responses to game events, the
researcher may want to check if a user is immersed in the game during a story peak which is not always
directly inferable by analyzing event logs alone.
Figure 4.4: R & R Model Applied on Gaming Dimension.
On the using dimension, a common trace is the use of the help function in a certain scene. This can
be used to assess proper interaction design, but the user might actually be confused with something else
in the game or simply explaining to a friend how to use the application (see Figure 4.5). So these were
examples on the three dimensions but the model can also be applied across dimensions. An action in the
learning domain (e.g. delay in answering a question) can be a result of a problem in the using domain
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for example (non-intuitive screen design). This can be used to detect misalignments between different
dimensions [96].
Figure 4.5: R & R Model Applied on Using Dimension.
4.3 Choosing Suitable Data
Different types of data can be used for capturing gameplay in serious games. Logging is the most tra-
ditional and widely-used method for recording actions. This includes time-stamped actions, game vari-
ables, world coordinates, assets and paths [141]. Defining the grain-size and the type of logging data
to be collected is an important decision as it is expensive and time-consuming to collect all possible
data and then search through it to find the needed information. The best unit size with the smallest
meaningful action is called “operant action” by Schell [226]. Deciding to collect either generic or game-
specific data [240] depends on the primary goal of the evaluation. While generic traces are not tailored
to the specific game design features but are suited for comparing games or game modules, game-specific
analytics take into account differences in designs and requirements resulting in the need to be defined
by game designers or educators according to the aspects they need to uncover. Depending on whether
quantity or quality is desired, intensive or extensive data can be collected [209]. Considering the criteria
types differentiated in Table 4.1, extensive data can be used, for instance, for dynamic (user-dependent)
product aspects as the focus would be more on game elements whereas intensive data could be more
suitable for dynamic user aspects as the focus would be on a deeper analysis of the users themselves. In
addition to logging, researchers or designers can have access to a replay of player actions inside a Seri-
ous Game by using a system which reproduces a game session from its logging data alongside updates
of internal game states combining the benefit of both video analysis and logging [96].
As discussed in Chapter 4.2, logging alone is typically not enough for capturing aspects like affect,
cognition and context. For deteriming affective and cognitive states like arousal, attention, focus, and
effort, visual and behavioral cues like facial expressions, gestures, posture, head motion, eye tracking,
blinks and shaking can be used and mapped to specific design elements, game experience or educational
achievement [232]. Through replaying and/or analyzing audio e.g. detecting laughter or verbal expres-
sions of affect or analyzing/categorizing think-Aloud expressions, it is also possible to detect cognitive
and affective states [132]. A very popular method for measuring affect and cognition like cognitive
load, stress and arousal in the evaluation of Serious Games is using physiological sensors and analyzing
bio-signals like Skin Conductance, HeartRate, EEG/EMG/ECG, etc. [182]. As for context, visual fea-
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tures determining illumination or distractions, for instance, as well as audio features determining noise,
distractions and conversations, can be used.
Mobile sensors can be used to determine environment conditions like illumination, noise, weather and
location, device conditions like orientation and shaking, as well as information about the user like his/her
activity, social Interactions, stress, emotion and speed using front-faced camera, microphone, GPS and
accelerometer and about his/her interaction such as touch pressure and typing speed.
When attempting to choose a suitable modality for a certain analysis task, there are many criteria
to be considered. The first consideration tackles the cost/benefit ratio as some modalities are very
expensive and difficult to deploy but may deliver poor results in the measurement of a particular aspect.
Another important factor to differentiate modalities is how much invasive they are, which may put
limitations based on the evaluation settings and the reliability of the results the researcher wishes to
obtain. Availability also plays an important role as some modalities, while more accurate than others,
might be difficult to obtain [36], for instance some recognition techniques might be prohibited in the
classroom. Thus, the decision of choosing suitable data should be studied very carefully before making
decisions for an evaluation process [25, 37].
In certain contexts, the detection of some information is not possible when using only one modality for
recognition but only by integrating multiple modalities. In [283], only multimodal analysis succeeded in
evaluating flow. As our human interactions are also multimodal in nature, more and more researchers
are moving towards multimodal assessment especially when studying emotions [107]. For instance, a
teacher in class will perform better when considering not only students verbal expressions but also their
visual behaviors and using messaging for discussions is not as effective and powerful as face-to-face
conversations. Each bit of information adds richness to the interpretation of data.
A summary of possible multimodal data which can be used for the evaluation of Serious Games and
their different corresponding purposes is presented in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Possible Multimodal Data.
4.4 From Event Logs to Multimodal Data
The Reasons and Responses Model discussed in Sections 4.1-4.3 illustrates the potential use of mul-
timodal data for uncovering strategies and experiences of users during evaluation studies of Serious
Games. This section will illustrate how a researcher can decide when to look at additional multimodal
data. As event logs can be automatically captured by analytics components integrated into the game, it
would be useful for the researcher to have an automated aid to spot “interesting” behavior which might
require looking at additional data for investigation. Figure 4.7 illustrates such a logging system which
takes into account the possible need for additional multimodal data.
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Figure 4.7: From Event Logs to Multimodal Data.
Raw log data such as mouse click positions are first parsed to detect events like clicking on an icon
and then filtered into trees of action logs which can contain other action logs, e.g. drag and drop
or answering a question. Metrics are calculated from these events which can then be used to detect
ambiguous behaviors and alert the researcher and/or automatically analyze other multimodal data. The
process of detecting such a behavior in a scene-based Serious Game can be done as follows:
The first step is to segment data according to events like new scenes or updates in the internal model
for determining, for example, the frequency of mouse clicks in a scene. To do this for a particular user
differences between scenes need to be considered. To account for this, a weight can be assigned, either
initially determined by a pilot study or defined by the researcher. To cancel the effect of scene differences,
this weight should be inverse proportional to the average number of clicks collectively calculated from
all users so far to detect an interesting behavior of this particular user. The normalized average of a
certain metric (for this example it is the number of clicks in the scene) can also be used to distinguish
interesting user behavior for a certain scene across all users and so it can be used to identify common
paths and interaction patterns of this game.
So this is defined here as the extensive indicator. Using this for each metric and making a sum of
products of all intensive metrics for the current user across all scenes (with their respective weights) for
a certain evaluation aspect, a value can be obtained for the evaluation aspect for this particular user. We
call this the intensive indicator. So this may point the researcher towards a particular inference from the
log events alone which may also require further investigation in multimodal data.
4.5 LeGUC States in Serious Games Evaluation Sessions
Most studies detecting affective and cognitive states within serious games interaction sessions were
limited to a small number of traditional emotions (see Table 4.2) which do not cover all aspects related
to the three dimensions learning, gaming and using in addition to the context dimension, which are, as
discussed in this chapter, crucial for understanding learner experience in serious games [192]. A more
general approach was thus needed to include a reasonable set of states worth capturing during a serious
games evaluation session in the field.
This should consider aspects related to affect, cognition, behavior and context which are possible to
encounter during an educational game session and related to the dimensions: learning, gaming, using
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and context. To do this, it will need to take into account measures originally defined for pure learning
environments, others defined for games as well as measures defined for user experience evaluation. The
focus of the study is not how to recognize these features using automated methods nor which modalities
are best suitable for capturing the data but rather define which aspects need to be considered to gain a
better understanding of the full experience.
As event logs typically capture interactions with the game environment, it needs in many cases to be
enriched by user reactions and other context data to be more effectively analyzed. Consider a user being
inactive for a remarkable time period inside a serious gaming session. The log data will capture the time
elapsed before an interaction occurs but more data will be needed to disambiguate the reasons behind
this behavior to properly determine the resulting design decision.
The reasons for such a response delay can lie on the learning dimension if the user is found to be
reflecting on the answer to a question or on the gaming dimension if the user is reflecting on the strategy
to make the next game move, for example. Furthermore, the problem might be related to usability if the
user is found to be confused on how to proceed with the navigation, for example.
However, the reason might also be exterior to the whole gaming experience, as it might lie in the
context: the user might have been distracted by an event in the environment which happens frequently
in real-life situations or when testing in the wild. All these factors need to be taken into account for an
ideal evaluation. For this, we will assume an observer watching the testing session and being able to take
note of states related to these dimensions which can have influence on the experience at the moment they
occur. This would be the ideal situation for capturing all relevant data which, in real testing scenarios,
however, will naturally suffer from many limitations. Nevertheless, it can serve as the ultimate goal of
recording the experience, whether doing this manually or automatically. Table 4.2 presents parameters
of Affect, Cognition, Context and Behavior considered in different models investigating data in learning
environments.
After reviewing the different parameters considered in literature, it was found that the best approach
would be to carry out a study to determine which of the factors present in literature will be elicited
during playtesting sessions of Serious Games carried out in the field. This would help decide which
of the above listed models more precisely fits the evaluation of (mobile) educational games in natural
environments on each of the three categories: Affective and Cognitive States, Context and Behavior.
Based on the results which will be discussed in the Evaluation chapter, the chosen states are depicted
in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: LeGUC Features for Evaluating Experience in Serious Games Testing Sessions.
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Table 4.2: Evaluation States Identified in Literature to Occur in Interaction Environments.
Citation Environment Affective and Cognitive Context Behavior
[194] Online learning
frustration, anxiety, shame,
excitement, pride
[51, 53]
Educational games
joy, regret, admiration,
reproach, pride, shame
[19, 18] Intelligent Tutoring Systems
boredom, confusion, delight,
engaged concentration,
frustration, surprise, neutral
on-task, on-task conversation,
off-task Conversation, off-task
solitary behavior, inactivity,
gaming the system
[79] Game-Based Learning
interest, enjoyment, task
involvement, confidence
[234] E-learning
interest, engagement,
confusion, frustration,
boredom, hopefulness
[201,
203,
204]
Academic settings
enjoyment, hope, pride,
relief, anger, anxiety, shame,
hopelessness, boredom
[91, 52]
Educational games
boredom, shame, frustration,
confusion, disappointment,
surprise, neutral, curiosity,
engaged concentration,
delight, excitement,
confidence, pride
[29] Mobile learning
location, time, weather,
temperature, noise, lighting,
day, movement, device
capabilities
[284] Mobile learning motivation
noise, busyness of the
environment, temperature
[85] Mobile Learning
people, hardware and
software capabilities, place,
time, noise, illumination
[67] Mobile learning
enthusiasm, boredom,
happiness, sadness ,
satisfaction, calmness, anger,
anxiety, frustration, fear,
confusion, hope, pessimism,
expectancy , astonishment,
sympathy, disgust, hate,
pride, shame
time, location, terrain,
weather, neighbors mobility,
device capabilities
4.6 Conclusion
The need for understanding serious play experience has led to more and more research being conducted
to use multimodal methods in the evaluation of serious games. However, available theoretical evaluation
frameworks for Serious Games do not consider the use of multimodal data despite the increasing number
of studies using them and despite their many benefits discussed in this chapter. After an overview over
available frameworks for the evaluation of Serious Games was given in the last chapter, the Reasons
and Responses Model was presented, with the aim of filling a gap in theoretical foundations for Serious
Games evaluation by focusing on the value of adding multimodal data to event logs. First, dimensions
of evaluation aspects were defined based on a literature review. Then it was examined which role
multimodal data can play in measuring these aspects, specifically in determining reasons behind users’
logged gameplay actions and their responses to game events using the proposed model. Finally, practical
examples of using this model for combining logging with multimodal data in evaluation were discussed.
Establishing this framework, which was also published in [238, 246] will be applied in developing a
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multimodal Serious Game evaluation tool as a proof-of-concept which will be the next step in the current
research. It is answering parts of Research Questions 1-3 as it defines parameters for a serious games
evaluation (Research Question 1), defines a hypothesis of why and when multimodal data is needed to
interpret log events in Serious Games Evaluation (Research Question 2) and defines different types of
multimodal data needed in evaluations and when they can be used (Research Question 3).
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5 StoryPlay Multimodal: A Research Platform for the Mutimodal Evaluation of Serious Games
This chapter presents the design and development of StoryPlay Multimodal, a mobile multimodal ana-
lytics platform for the evaluation of Serious Games. It is intended to serve researchers, teachers and
educational game developers as a means to assess their Serious Game Design. This is done by captur-
ing, pre-processing, synchronizing and visualizing multimodal serious games analytics and mobile sensor
data from playtesting sessions. By linking log data with multimodal data, it is possible to uncover rela-
tions between design elements, gameplay interactions, context parameters and affective and cognitive
states. This is crucial for gaining full insight into a session, even if not present with the player at the same
location. After discussing design requirements, the architecture of the software, the different modules,
additional features, implementation challenges and solutions are presented. Parts of this chapter are
published in [237, 239].
5.1 Design Requirements for Mobile Multimodal Serious Games Analytics
The design goal of StoryPlay Multimodal (StoryPlayMM) is creating a non-invasive Serious Games
research/evaluation tool supporting remote, asynchronous observational evaluation of mobile serious
games. Main requirements for the framework were determined from literature and software review (see
tools in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 as well as recommendations of Serious Games researchers.
5.1.1 Underlying Architecture
The StoryTec Authoring Environment is built upon an internal model considering updates in the learner
and player model during play in addition to the storyline [166]. The original StoryPlay rapid prototyping
tool is based on the same story engine (see Figure 5.1) and also displays updates in the internal models
[217]. This data is gathered based on the Narrative Game-Based Learning Object (NGLOB) Model [81].
The player used for running games created with StoryTec, called StoryPublish, allows running the game
interface on different platforms [242]. The story structure is formatted using the xml-based model
description language ICML [81] and communicated between the authoring tool and the Story Engine.
This same information is used for reconstructing the sessions in StoryPlay using StoryPublish.
Shared
Model
StoryPlay
Rapid 
Protyping
StoryPublish
Player
StoryTec
Authoring
Tool
Game Export
GamePlay
Traces
Feedback for Author
Figure 5.1: StoryTec Architecture.
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5.1.2 Design Goals and Requirements
The goal of this work is to extend StoryPlay to support multimodal data and link it with event
logging and internal model updates while minimizing invasiveness. This would be helpful for au-
thors/researchers/instructors (here StoryTec users) to offer them a ready means for getting feedback
to improve the design of their serious game. To minimize obtrusiveness, the prototypical implementa-
tion is developed and tested on smartphones where the sensing mechanism is regarded to be far less
obtrusive than sensors which are worn on the body or fixed inside labs. This also allows carrying out
evaluations by play-testers worldwide without having to be present in the same place.
Using mobile sensors also gives the possibility of providing an insight into a wider set of context pa-
rameters as context plays an integral role in playtesting nowadays due to its influence on experience. The
hypothesis is that an easy and goal-oriented navigation through multimodal data would help researchers
disambiguate ambiguous actions in the event log. The ultimate goal is to allow researchers to better un-
derstand relationships among data and provide them with additional information from natural settings.
For instance, finding out if a pause in gameplay activity is due to experiencing frustration, reflecting on
playing strategy or learning content or getting distracted by the environment can be important for eval-
uation (Other examples of such ambiguities can be found in the applications of Reasons and Responses
Model described in Section 4.2.2).
Relying on data automatically captured during the gameplay experience should help make evaluation
studies more objective and time-efficient than subjective observation and self-reports for uncovering as-
pects related to emotion and cognition. Combined with logging, this should help identifying advantages
and problems with specific game elements with regard to fun, usability and effectiveness and how to
improve the Serious Game at hand thus helping advance Serious Games research.
The requirements for the development of StoryPlayMM arose from a real practical need identified by
the Serious Games research group in various research projects and not just on theoretical assumptions.
As mentioned earlier, it was a development objective to integrate the most useful features from different
platforms into one platform tailored for Serious Games. Features considered for design are gathered from
available research and commercial tools discussed in Section 3.5 and adjusted to be used with scene-
based Serious Games authored with StoryTec. The tool should be usable without prior programming
skills to make it usable for all StoryTec target users. It should also have potential for integrating different
recognition modules to act on the analysis of the captured data.
As in the PlaytestCloud tester app mentioned earlier, StoryPlayMM has a similar approach in record-
ing log files on mobile devices, as well as front-facing camera video and/or microphone recordings.
Audio recordings can be used for think-aloud, laughter detection etc. - and detecting the environment
background noise.
The use of a session video view with adjustable speed is desirable for investigating in-game action in
parallel with their responses [187]. In addition, allowing the user to quickly skip through a video to
jump to a certain event or a certain reaction by clicking on this particular interest point was found to be
a very useful feature [187]. In StoryPlayMM, this is achieved not by recording screen video which would
be big in size along with the front-facing camera video and not easy to navigate to a certain event. It is
achieved by a session replay tool which reconstructs gameplay from the log files using the game engine
itsself, as will be discussed in next sections. A replay of the whole gameplay session is reconstructed from
the logged information by embedding the StoryPublish player in addition to enabling adjustable speed
and interactive navigation of the replay based on main events. The navigation feature helps in speeding
up the process of evaluation as researchers can directly navigate to the specific event of interest without
having to watch the whole session.
A close coupling with StoryTec authoring (.icml) files allows saving much space in the replay compo-
nent files. This tight integration allows accessing and showing internal state information along with the
interface itself to assist in correlating game activity with leaner experience. With this replay, there is no
need for large and difficult to navigate files containing screen recordings.
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The feature of recording and replaying face expressions of game players is presented as having many
advantages for evaluation: It is an unobtrusive way of observing players’ engagement and involuntary
reactions during playtesting [63, 61]. Recognition and Analysis of these expressions can also be applied
on the recordings as a quantitative assessment method [262].
For the logging, main recorded actions from the player side and events from the system side need to
be distinguished and represented with the possibility to jump to related multimodal data where needed.
In addition, mobile sensor information like illumination and movement can help determine context as
discussed in Section 4.3. Location sensors have been used in some multimodal interaction analysis tools
supporting mobile deployment to track the location of the testers during a remote testing session [77].
This is useful when having playtesters from different places and a need to gather location data and was
thus also included in StoryPlay Multimodal.
The synchronization and interactive navigation of multimodal data is applied in many multimodal data
analysis tools like ChronoViz [75], Tatiana [66], Digital Replay System [38], Noldus Observer [290] and
Mangold Interact (mangold-international.com). It enables researchers to jump to the point of interest
and see all related multimodal data run simultaneously next to each other which saves time and effort
of analyzing and annotating qualitative data.
The feature of filtering out uninteresting video frames using information from low power mobile sen-
sors like the illumination sensor was described in [94]. They also investigated predicting whether a
frame contains faces using the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. These features have been included
in StoryPlay as well and this was one of the reasons why mobile sensor data is used in the framework.
The other reason is that it also provides data on how the player is holding the device which is also
important for UX testing.
Built-in measures of self-reporting, testing instructions and after-game survey can be integrated to
investigate correlations with observed interactions and reactions. Eye-tracking and Physiological data
are not directly included in design considerations, but can be extended if there is a non-obtrusive way of
monitoring using built-in mobile sensors. It is possible for users and developers to select data sources to
avoid privacy issues. Player profiles can be created or, if permitted, can be collected from the phone.
Session summarizations include aggregations and a future feature would be detecting and highlighting
relevant data such as correlations, repetitions and significant events and sequences. Detecting event
sequences may be helpful for comparing the input stream with some target sequence (e.g. of an expert
player) or emphasizing certain pre-defined player behavior.
Aggregations can be done across users for extensive data (e.g. scenes where most users had a sudden
movement or smile or laughter etc.) or across modalities for one and the same user for intensive data
(when more than one data source has significant change at the same time) [240]. Abstracting low-
level details for investigators helps speed up the evaluation process and aggregations can help in rating
subgames as well as identifying common paths and interaction patterns. The hybrid approach where
analysis is not fully automated and not fully manual is chosen for our purpose as it is difficult to fully
rely on automatic recognition where experts can more efficiently get better results [255], especially
because of the heterogeneity of Serious Games. These experts, however, still need the pre-processing to
save time and have objective measures. There is a potential for supporting the integration of off-the-shelf
recognition modules, e.g. for facial features. A way for supporting user-defined annotations should also
be included.
In summary, the most important features for the platform can be summarized into the following and
described in [238]:
• supporting the dimensions of learning, gaming and interaction
• recording AND playback of multimodal data
• logging or screen recording of interaction
• supporting different modalities like video, audio, eye-tracking, physiological and mobile sensors
• synchronization of multimodal data
• ituitive interactive navigation
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• filtering and preprocessing of data
• a means of annotating data
• data analytics and visualizations
An overview of the architecture and design goals is given in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Multimodal Evaluation Platform Design Architecture [237].
Two different modules are needed for realizing this tool: a capturing app which is run with the ap-
plication to capture logs and multimodal data (here a mobile app as a prototypical implementation of a
naturalistic testing session in the field) and the main desktop analysis tool for replaying and analysing
data.
5.2 Design and Implementation
StoryPlay Multimodal platform design consists of two main modules: The Capturer app and the desktop
Replayer component. A mockup of the tool with the features described in the previous section is depicted
in Figure 5.2. In addition to those two components, an Observer app was developed for testing sessions
where an observer is present to help him record his/her session observations in real-time, which are then
also shown later according to their timestamps in the session replay. In this section the basic features
implemented in the different modules are described in more detail. Some interfaces of the modules are
shown in Figures 5.3-5.7.
5.2.1 Capturer App
The Capturer mobile application was integrated into mobile educational games exported with StoryTec
[166, 242], a Serious Games Authoring Environment used for creating scene-based educational games
based on the NGLOB (Narrative Game-Based Learning Object) Model [81]. To combine the advantages
of event data and the more rich observational data, it was a main requirement of the project to provide
the investigator with a way to review all segments of the session quickly without having to manually
search through the entire data as well as get help and summary statistics. All events can be used to
navigate in the session by skipping to the timestamp where this event occurred. Interesting parts of the
video are also highlighted as we will see later. Ways of seeing where a new scene started and which
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notes have been provided by the observer on a particular scene. Also mobile sensor data are visualized
and their timelines are also synchronized with the timelines of the events, observer events, game and
video, all playing together.
Based on design requirements identified in [238], the following are the major features supported on
the capturer app:
• synchronous recording of video (from mobile front-facing camera), event logs and mobile sensor
events with flexible user configuration options
• integration inside StoryPublish Android software (used for running StoryTec games on different
platforms), run on different Android devices
• unobtrusive, not negatively affecting game experience
• storing and retrieving user profiles on device
• avoiding privacy, storage and bandwidth issues by giving user full control over sensor activation
and over what and when to store and/or upload to the server
• interface usable without programming or special background
• providing a game rating option after gameplay
Figure 5.3: Mobile Capturer Component Screens before and after GamePlay.
The capturer app (some screenshots are shown in Figure 5.3) is an extension around the mobile
version of the StoryPublish engine which wraps the game to be tested after it is exported to Android
from StoryTec Authoring Software. This wrapper is implemented in haxe based on kha engine. The
capturer contains the options for recording user, log and multimodal data during interaction with the
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mobile edugame. When running the app, the player first enters his google drive log-in data if he wishes,
if not it is set to the default firebase server 1 which offers cloud storage for app data. After setting the
user profile for testing (name, age, gender and class), the user chooses which sensor data are recorded
and will have the option at the end to give permission on what is sent, what is saved on the device and
what is deleted. S/he can check any or all of the following sensors: location, camera, accelerometer,
gyroscope, proximity and illumination using icons and descriptions for the different sensors. S/he can
also choose the sample rate of some sensors to be normal, high or very high using a slidebar. In the
case that the researcher is co-located with the tester, these options can be chosen by the researcher. Also
if it is a child testing remotely, this part can be done by his parent. During gameplay, the sensor data
specified is logged and if given permission, the front-facing camera captures a video of the participant’s
face during play. The recording part is implemented mostly in java. At the end of the gaming session, a
rating scene is shown where the player rates his experience.
Log files saved on the mobile phone (to be sent later to the server) contain timestamped logged
events from the game like clicks, variable changes and scene names in addition to events needed for
synchronization and statistics like timers as well as events recording sensor changes. In addition, some
events were added for mobile gaming like game pause and game resume to account for interruptions in
game play.
5.2.2 Observer App
The observer app was initially not part of the design but was then found to be important for several rea-
sons: First, it was found to be a good addition to the evaluation suite, as it can be used in observational
studies where the researcher is co-located. Secondly, it can help in training a machine learning algorithm
for extracting features from multimodal data by serving as a ground truth. Lastly it helps investigating
relationships between log events and affective, cognitive and context states assuming that we have al-
ready extracted the given features from multimodal data which can be a great help to advance Serious
Games research.
Taking notes during a session by the observer can be so time consuming that an important observation
can be missed while the observer is still writing. So the main goal of the interface is to make it very easy
to record observations with just one click during the usually fast and unpredictable playtesting session.
The design and choice of the observation recording buttons and types is based on the LeGUC Features
for Evaluating Experience in Serious Games Playtesting described in [246] and depicted in Figure 4.8.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation app considering features related to Serious
Games Evaluation. The current design after several iterations and tests can be seen in Figure 5.4.
The following are the main features of this component. It is implemented in Java for Android phones
and tablets.
• fast access with saved timestamps to reduce delay and facilitate synchronization
• features based on LeGUC features described in [246]
• can help in training machine learning modules for recognition from real MM data
• help answer Research Questions by assuming features are already extracted from MM data
After starting a new session (numbered automatically on each device) and setting a server log-in
account, information about the observer like his role (being a researcher, teacher or an educational game
developer) and his experience with the observer app are entered. In addition, background information
about the player and the session is entered, like the game name and the session ID generated on the
other device which has the game running on the capturer app for later synchronization purposes. Some
fields for pre-test correct answers numbers are also available if the observer wants to ask the player
before starting the actual playing session to compare with post-tests, also administered in the same way.
1 http://www.firebase.google.com (last accessed in December 2019)
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Figure 5.4: StoryPlayMM Observer App Screens.
Once the session on the other device has started, the observer starts the session on his device and clicks
on the different observations or writes notes which are all saved with timestamps relative to the start of
the session. The time lag between starting the game session on one device and the observer session on
the other device is later compensated in the desktop evaluation platform. This is realized by providing
a slider for the researcher to adjust the offset at the beginning of the timeline until the data is aligned
with the observations on the video or the game replay.
After starting the session, a screen is shown with many icons, a textfield and some buttons. The ob-
server clicks on the icons when s/he observes a certain behavior, context or reaction which happens
during the testing. For example, the grey icons stand for the tester doing one of those behaviors: speak-
ing, moving, tricking, asking for help. The blue icons stand for his positive reactions like being confident
while answering a question, being proud of answering correctly, smiling or laughing. The red icons
stand for negative reactions of the tester like being confused, bored, sad or angry. The green icons are
for context events like noise, interruption, or you offering help to the tester and explaining something in
the game. The yellow icons stand for neutral reactions like reflection and surprise. The observer can use
the textfield for two things: taking a note about something (e.g. a bug) and then clicking the left purple
button, or writing something that the player said and then clicking the right purple button. The new
sub-game button can be used when a player goes to the main menu and choose a new subgame. When
the player wishes to finish the session, the observer click on Finish session enters data about post-test if
s/he wishes and all the recorded data is saved in an observer log along with its timestamp on the device
to be sent to the server.
5.2.3 Replayer Component
The Replayer desktop component is the main tool used by the researcher for evaluation. It runs on
Windows operating system and its interface is divided into different tabs presenting different data about
the sessions. These views are placed in tabs which can be toggled to allow for adjusting the level of detail
for each analysis task by expanding the corresponding area. All tabs can be toggled based on researchers
needs to avoid overloading the program and the screen when some parts are not needed.
The following are its main features:
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• synchronous playback of game events, user video, event log, mobile sensor data, observer logs,
profile, session data and model updates (NGLOB narrative, gaming and learning models)
• availability and coherence of replay controls
• coordinated Interactive Navigation of all data based on scenes and events
• summary Statistics, Pre-processing and Visualization
• usable by Non-Programmers
• modular design to accommodate off-the-shelf detectors or researcher-specified rules
The desktop analysis tool is implemented in C# and its interface is built using Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF). Some views of the StoryPlay interface are shown in Figures 5.5-5.8.
Figure 5.5: StoryPlayMM Replayer Component.
Importing Session Files
After session files were uploaded from the researcher’s mobile phone to their own google drive, s/he
can log in with his/her account and download session files belonging to him/her. If the app was sent
to be tested remotely from participants (after their agreement to send data and choosing which data
to send), the data (log files, videos and/or mobile sensing data) is sent to the firebase server to the
researcher’s account. The observer app files are also sent from the researcher’s device and collected on
the server. The session ID helps to match observer files with game log files and videos. These files can
be imported in the desktop evaluation component on the researcher’s computer by clicking sync or by
directly downloading and importing the files. Files belonging to the same session are identified by the
session ID in the file name and grouped together for investigation.
Scene Information and Statistics
After the session files are loaded, the different tabs show details about the session. In addition to a
tab with general session information like game name, session number, total time on the game, current
scene (during replay) and time on the current scene, there is a separate tab with more detailed statistics
relevant for research. These are gathered from the log data and displayed in a separate tab with the
option to export the data to .xls extension. These data include the game scenes visited in their respective
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order, the number of clicks in each scene, the average time per click in each scene, the initial lag before
clicks, the missed clicks (clicking on parts of the screen which provide no action), the total time spent
on each scene (all visits of the scene accumulated), the number of visits and the number of observations
recorded by the observer app on this scene categorized in behavior, context and reaction observations.
Examples of a session’s gameplay statistics are depicted in Figure 5.6. Examples of how these statistics
were used in session evaluation will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 5.6: Examples of Log Statistics.
Session Replay Tab
In the Replay area, all interactions are reconstructed from parsed logged data using the StoryPublish
serious game engine by parsing the .icml file of the tested game and combining both. This is why the
path for the game files has to be chosen at the beginning of the replay. A mouse icon is being displayed at
the position of the mouse calculated from mouse movement. This will be extended by changing the color
of the mouse icon for different states like mouse clicks. The replay speed can be changed, affecting all
other multimodal data replay which runs simultaneously with the in-game events in the different views.
One can also choose to jump to a certain event or video frame at any time by clicking on the displayed
event icons. As the original log contained all events, the events of interest with meaningful interaction
during the game were first identified. The session timestamps where the mouse was just moving around
without interaction while playing the game were not considered as meaningful interactions. Thus for
skipping a log entry was considered only after a triggered stimuli, i.e. when the user clicked a button to
interact with the game.
Events Timeline Tab
In the events navigator, the user sees a list of significant events moving with time. This is improved
by using color codes for different event types and can later also use icons. The events movement is
synchronized with the game replay. These events include game generated events like starting a new
game or transitioning between scenes, and user events like clicks, triggered stimulus, game pause and
resume (when the application is interrupted by the phone, for example.). When hovering over the events
on the timeline, the names of the events are displayed underneath. The user can also click on any of
the colored squares representing events to jump to this part in all open views simultaneously for a closer
investigation.
Observations Timeline Tab
In this tab icon representations of all observer recordings which are parsed from the observer app log
files of the chosen session are displayed on a timeline using the same icons of the observer app which
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corresponds to the LeGUC states depicted in Figure 4.8. These move in synchronization with the rest of
the representations in open tabs according to the timestamps. When hovering over the “notes” icon, one
can see the text written by the observer as a note at a certain instant. Other icons represent any logged
reactions like smiling, laughing, showing confusion, boredom, sadness, resentfulness, confidence or
pride when answering questions, reflecting or being surprised, behaviors like speaking, moving, tricking
or asking for help or context events like noise, interruption or offering explanation by the observer.
Session Videos
Video clips are displayed in the WPF GUI using an HTML5 tag called media element tag which supports
a broad range of media elements to avoid using extra plugins. Microsoft Expression encoder is used to
handle the video files. For synchronizing video with replay, video log events were added to the log-
file at the appropriate positions. As the original log contained all events, the events of interest with
meaningful interaction during the game were first identified. The session timestamps where the mouse
was just moving around without interaction while playing the game were not considered as meaningful
interactions. Thus, a log entry was added only after a triggered stimuli, i.e. when the user clicked
a button to interact with the game. Initially, a special “EventVideoPlayback” log entry was added for
replaying specific chunks of the log. This entry has the following format: DateTime (timestamp to
write the video events), EventVideoPlayback, PathToSavedFile (path of the captured video file) Offset
(for synchronizing the playback of video while playing a specific portion of the log file) and SpeedRatio
(playback speed with 1 for normal playback). As in the original replay, a timer is started for all the
events in the log to execute them accordingly. To replay a session part between two important events,
all events prior to the event selected in the navigator are executed without timer and then the timer
is started from this event to the next significant event. The aforementioned offset tag saved in the
EventVideoPlayback entry was initially used to determine from where to start playback and when to stop
it, later the synchronization was found to be better when using events like clicks for playback rather than
these events.
Video Analysis Tab
As discussed earlier, some mobile sensors can give a good indicator when to look at multimodal data
like video and when the quality might not be good enough or provide important information about
the context of the player. By just using low-power sensors like illumination and gyroscope, bad video
frames can be discarded without the need for complex recognition algorithms. The video analysis tab is
dedicated to adjusting different thresholds of mobile sensor data. Based on these settings video frames
are flagged as good or bad depending on context conditions as can be seen in Figure 5.7. In this figure
the testing children put their finger on the smartphone camera and thus covered their faces. Using the
illumination sensor with a threshold of 10 these frames were automatically flagged with red squares
meaning that they are not usable and can be discarded. However, these frames are not automatically
discarded from the beginning as the objective of this tab is to allow researchers to experiment with the
best threshold suitable for their particular experiment conditions. A similar method can be used for
discarding video frames where the camera is pointing upwards to the ceiling using the angle threshold.
For the shaking of the device, a frequency threshold (for shaking speed), an amplitude threshold (for
shaking intensity) and a window size can be chosen to flag frames with considerable shaking. The
user can freely adjust the default values to his/her own conditions. The color used for good video frames
which are more likely usable for evaluation is green. The timeline of these colored squares corresponding
to video frames also moves with time in synchronization with the video.
Internal Model Changes Tabs
The StoryTec Authoring tool offers game creators the ability to adapt their games by annotating every
scene on three dimensions: learner, player and story model (see [82]). Individual learning skills are
modeled based on the Competence based Knowledge Space [128]. Playing preferences of different players
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Figure 5.7: Flagging Frames with degraded Video Quality based on Mobile Sensing Data.
are modelled based on Bartle’s four player models described in [24]: killer, achiever, socializer and
explorer by numbers in the interval [0,1] to offer a percentage mapping as players usually show features
of different models combined together. The story model is based on the Hero’s Journey as modified in
[81]. These three models are constantly updated during play based on the game author’s annotations
made in StoryTec to choose a scene which suits the player best.
In StoryPlay, the state changes of the underlying learner and player model as well as important infor-
mation about the story path in addition to all current values of active variables are communicated using
different visualizations with each event and can be used for various evaluation purposes. This is also
possible due to the close coupling with the StoryTec authoring tool which is based on the same internal
model (NGLOB) and thus can track data based on it. In Addition the History Tab shows the visited scenes
of the game in a graphical representation (see Figure 5.8).
Mobile Sensors Tabs
A map tab visualizes the map and displays the GPS information captured during the session. Some
technical difficulties were faced in using Google Maps so Bing Maps was used. Both required an account
to generate a key to be inserted in the code for the application to work. The orientation of the device
is represented on a separate tab with a dynamic 3D Model representation of the device. This model
moves according to the movement which was recorded in the sensor log entries. Colored arrows show
the different directions.
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Figure 5.8: Scene History, Narrative, Gaming and Learning Context Tabs in StoryPlay [165].
5.3 Challenges
5.3.1 Synchronization
The advantage in our approach of using built-in mobile sensors is that most of the recordings are done
on the same device, so that there are no different hardware sensors requiring some hardware synchro-
nization like in most similar software. However, mutlimodal synchronization was still a major challenge
faced in the implementation phase as also reported in literature[38, 66, 75, 240]. Recordings have dif-
ferent frame-rates, start and end time as well as varying reaction time of the observer in case of observer
logs. Other synchronization problems were related to StoryPublish which is used to replay the game
from the log file. The replay here is an emulation of input and feedback which has its own lags, and the
original implementation thus does not allow instantaneous skipping to an event, but rather replays all
events quickly until it reaches the desired game state instance when jumping to an event. In addition,
rendering the game has its own additional lag and the irregular frame-rate in wpf and decoupling of
threads made an exact synchronization almost impossible. Jumping to the correct frame when clicking
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on an event was not an easy task, especially with the high frequency of events in a session. Also, cursor
position and global time needed to be updated on all tabs when skipping. These calculations were found
to be consuming more than 85 percent of the UI thread, making the skipping very slow. Some skip took
up to 20 seconds which is why a loading icon was added in this case to avoid confusion. Many opti-
mizations were done and others can still be added to the code to make this process faster. In addition
to reducing the number and frequency of such calculation operations and reducing rendering, it can be
useful to save the current status in order not to start calculating positions and sizes of all elements in
every frame. However, the saving operation might also introduce additional delay.
To address the synchronization issues, an optimal affordable granularity of integration has to be de-
fined for the specific case, then choosing a suitable frame-rate and letting all data obey the same timer.
In our case, the timer of the game was chosen in order to introduce the same lags of processing into the
other timelines to avoid getting out of sync. To compensate for different starting/ending/reaction times
a user-defined offset is allowed using a sliding bar. This can also be improved to automatically align
data using some recognition techniques. Event-driven synchronization could also be used to synchronize
observer data with the log files.
Game logs and observer logs were also joined on the statistics tab to provide a mapping between
quantitative and qualitative data in statistics and not just in replay. One issue in doing this was the time
lag between both logs because of the reaction time of the observer. This was also handled in the replay
synchronization by adding a manual offset. Here it is required to make sure the lag is not too big to give
wrong results. For example, to count number of reaction observations in a certain scene or scene type
there has to be a mapping between scenes and the observations made in them which when depending on
time only could be inaccurate. Although a "new subgame" button was added in the observer to annotate
the beginning of a new part, this information was not reliable as the observer needs to click on the button
in time which is not always easy when the game advances fast. So the manual offset set in the replay by
the researcher at analysis time need also to be used in the statistics.
5.3.2 Interoperability and the Heterogenity of Devices
The heterogenity of devices was also a very time-consuming challenge as applications have to be tested
on different devices and different Android versions and updates. This renders it very difficult to make
sure it will run smoothly on all possible user devices. Even sensor configurations can differ between
devices as some give more useful detailed values than others. The possible values and thresholds for
proximity, for instance, differ between devices. The screen resolution problem of devices also affects the
replay of games and the calculations of game elements positions and click locations. Some changes may
even affect the whole game replay as clicks may be missed when regenerated in replays. Furthermore,
video and picture formats supported are different on devices which makes some game elements not run
on certain phones. Dealing with permissions to start the camera or save log files was different from one
device to another. Thus, it was difficult to give general instructions to all users on how to operate the
application and various tests needed to be run to discover these differences. Even after enabling these
permissions, some cameras would not work on some devices and the code needed to be debugged for
those cases. And even after running the camera, the differences in encoding the data made some videos
get saved without the audio, or with audio only without picture. Thus, the heterogenity of devices is
considered one of the main challenges for the creation and maintenance of such multimodal applications
for mobile devices. Not only this, but compiling the original Storypublish c++/haxe code for Android
takes a very long time which makes updating the code with any new feature or adjustment and retesting
on devices a considerably time-consuming task.
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5.3.3 Data Quality
One main challenge of combining multimodal data for the evaluation was concerning the quality of
recorded data, for example the quality of video recordings which is also discussed in [143, 94, 169, 131].
Videos from front-facing cameras on smartphones suffer from a dynamic environment which results in
variations in illumination, stability, orientation, exposure and distance. To deal with this problem, the
aforementioned feature of using data from low-power sensors like accelerometer, orientation, illumina-
tion and proximity and applying user-defined thresholds to determine if context conditions are suitable
for obtaining good quality data from video or audio was implemented. The goal is to emphasize only
useful data to reduce data size and/or reviewing time. Another good feature which could be added in
the future would have the goal of enhancing the video using these sensor data, for example automatic
illumination compensation in bad video segments. A plugin using ffmpeg, for instance, can be added to
provide the user with the option to adjust adjust brightness, contrast and rotation. The recognition of
bad orientation could also be done on-the-fly during recording to alert users to adjust the camera view
to show their faces in the videos, for example as in Figure 5.9. Face detection could also be used in the
beginning of the sessions for this purpose.
Figure 5.9: Possible Decision Tree for Predicting Best Media Source.
5.3.4 Data Granularity and the Heterogenity of Scenes and Games
One big advantage for this project was the similarity of game structure as all games are created with
the same authoring environment StoryTec. Nevertheless, there were still differences between games
and scenes. This is why considerable time needed to be invested in making data ready for analysis
by the researcher. Pre-processing data so it can give meaningful clues and can help to distinguish sig-
nificant events while at the same time staying general enough to accommodate different games is not
a trivial task. One small example was calculating the time-per-click metric. Although it should be a
straightforward task, some differences had to be taken into consideration. Some scenes have some audio
instructions at the beginning where mostly the interactions were delayed. To account for this, the initial
lag before the first click was not calculated in the average time per click, but as a separate metric. Other
scenes contained only a video so there were no meaningful clicks (only missed clicks, i.e. touch down
and up without a stimulus invoked). Here the time-per-click metric would be equal to the time-on-scene
and would help the researcher only if it is crucial to know if kids skip videos early, for example. In some
cases this points to the fact that they find the video boring, or just that they skipped by mistake, which
in both cases need to be considered in design. In addition, it can help distinguish the taste of different
genders or ages of players for certain content. Also, some scenes can have a transition without a click
(e.g. based on a timer) or reach the end of the game, so here the last delta time calculated would be
until the end of the scene. Many other similar examples of differences between scenes were encountered
in this process.
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Figure 5.10: Differences in Calculating Average Time per Click.
Another example of data granularity was the time-on-scene metric. It is desirable to know the average
time spent on each scene (accumulated over all visits of the scene and divided over the number of visits)
but also to know the time spent on a particular scene in a particular visit. Also, there is a difference
between the time on the first visit and the time on further visits of one and the same scene. This depends
on the type of the scene but generally the first time a scene is visited there is more time needed for
discovery as in next visits the player has usually already "mastered" this scene. Thus aggregating data
sometimes hides important information which is only uncovered when investigated separately. Both
options need to be given to the researcher for different purposes.
5.3.5 Privacy
The privacy issue was addressed in the initial requirements by giving users full control over sensor
activation and over what and when to store and/or upload to the server. However, some additional
points concerning privacy needed to be handled. At the beginning, the only way offered for uploading
data was uploaded to a firebase project created for gathering log data from this particular application
(a key for each app is needed to be added to the project using the account created for the current
research). The same process should be applied by any researcher before compiling each of his games so
that the data is sent to his/her account which would be the most secure option. Another option which
is provided to researchers in the current app is to create their own account inside the created firebase
project and to use it for uploading (from capturer) and downloading (by replayer) their data privately
without accessing other researchers’ data. However, in this case the creators of the initial account (i.e.
of this research project) still have access to all data sent to the server. This is why a google drive option
was added to the application where users can log into their own google drive accounts and upload data
there, so they can have full control and privacy. The problem with both log-in features is the complicated
setup needed for them to run on the user end for newly created games as new keys need to be generated
for each app and added before compilation. The final more secure option is to use an offline mechanism
for transferring the saved files to the researcher’s desktop. However, this needs expert users to deal with
getting this app data from their devices and using them on their laptops for the replay or sending them
to a remote researcher.
5.3.6 Other Challenges
In addition to the discussed main challenges, many other challenges were identified and addressed in
the initial project requirements, like avoiding obtrusiveness. The problem of high battery consumption
of the capturer app was not very concerning as the mobile edugame sessions are relatively short. This
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would need to be tested for prolonged sessions where a player repeats the same game several times
over a long period of time. Another challenge was making the platform easily usable and intuitive for
non-professional users. Many layout changes were carried out to accommodate for the many tabs which
may need to be opened at once and to give the user the choice to change the layout to one which suits
his/her needs and devices. A switch between horizontal and vertical layout and a flexible tab size in all
directions was found to be very useful. Also, making sure the menus, buttons and icons on timelines are
descriptive enough to make it easier to understand during analysis and providing easy means of skipping
needed many iterations and tests. Other additions like muting videos when their tab is not expanded
and muting game sounds while skipping were made to make the evaluation session run more smoothly.
5.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter an environment offering capturing, synchronization, replay, pre-processing and interactive
navigation of multimodal data for Serious Games evaluation was introduced. This unified visualization
of quantitative and qualitative playlearner data makes it possible to discover relations between game
elements and playtester behaviors, affective and cognitive states as well as evaluation context. The steps
described for creating this proof-of-concept software, also published in [237, 241, 242] answers parts
of Research Questions 3 and 4: How multimodal data can be captured unobtrusively for Serious Games
evaluation, how it can be linked to recorded log events and what the associated challenges are. Many
improvement possibilities as well as useful applications of the current project have been mentioned
throughout this chapter which can be summarized as follows:
• training machine learning modules to predict whether a frame contains faces using the accelerom-
eter and gyroscope sensors
• using built-in smile detectors or facial feature recognition modules
• collecting and saving more user data and demographics automatically and tracking learning
progress over time, also the possibility of using information for game rating or recommender
systems
• detecting and highlighting other relevant data such as correlations, repetitions and significant
events and sequences - detecting event sequences may be helpful for comparing the input stream
with some target sequence (e.g. of an expert player) or emphasizing certain pre-defined player
behavior. Aggregations and Correlations can be done across users for extensive data for identify-
ing common paths and interaction patterns or rating scenes(e.g. scenes where most users had a
sudden movement or smile or laughter etc.) or across modalities for one and the same user for
intensive data (when more than one data source has significant change at the same time)
• recorded observer reactions, behaviors and context events can help in training a machine learning
algorithm for extracting features from multimodal data by serving as a ground truth
• improvements on the design of the desktop replayer app are mainly in optimizations in replay and
synchronization mechanisms. Observer and interaction data can be automatically aligned together
instead of the manual offset by training a machine learning algorithm to detects lags in observer
session start time. The same can be applied to aligning statistic aggregations.
• video quality can be enhanced using the sensor data monitored, for example automatic illumination
compensation in bad video segments - a plugin using ffmpeg, for instance, can be added to provide
the user with the option to adjust adjust brightness, contrast and rotation. The recognition of bad
orientation could also be done on-the-fly during recording to alert users to adjust the camera view
to show their faces in the videos. Face detection could also be used in the beginning of the sessions
for this purpose
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6 Evaluation
In this chapter the evaluation process and results of the implemented platform as well as an application
with different serious games and testers are presented. Parts of this chapter are published in [237, 239].
6.1 LeGUC Framework Application on Serious Game Evaluation Data
One of the early motivations for the present research on Serious Games Evaluation arose from evalua-
tion studies carried out as part of a research on child-centered design of educational mobile games for
preschoolers [243]. A literacy game was implemented using the Pre-MEGa framework, a framework de-
veloped in the course of this research for defining quality metrics for fun and effective games developed
especially for the age group of preschoolers [245]. When it was time to evaluate the game with real
users, preschoolers, a series of evaluation sessions were carried out as described in [243] relying mainly
on observation and note-taking (based on a prepared form) which had been found to be the best way to
collect evaluation data with this age group [154].
As it is difficult to get accurate verbal data from children for evaluation, observation of their interac-
tions can give valuable feedback for researchers. The notes taken during these evaluation sessions were
used for making further game updates improving design and usability of the game and even adding ad-
ditional sub-games and quizzes. The process of mapping children’s reactions to an assessment of game
elements back then needed a more systematic method which was not found in literature. This was one
major early motivation for the creation of the current theoretical framework with the aim of categorizing
each interaction/reaction of Serious Games users into a meaningful category or dimension.
However, the LeGUC model was then developed as a general evaluation framework for Serious Games
with special focus on taking into account affect, cognition and context. These three, as shown in the
previous sections, need live observation to be recorded, or, if not possible, multimodal capturing of the
experience as in StoryPlayMM. Relevant literature was reviewed regardless of the age of Serious Games
users collecting and restructuring categories from relevant evaluation frameworks and without taking
into account the specific data gathered before as part of the old project.
For an application of the LeGUC theoretical framework on real data, it would not be wise to set up a
new evaluation experiment with the framework in mind, as then there might be a bias in the way data
is collected to reflect the importance of the chosen categories. Instead, applying this framework on the
old data gathered during evaluation sessions can be a good way of bringing this theoretical construct
into practice. As attempting to translate the available researcher’s notes of children interactions and
reactions while evaluating the mobile literacy game revealed interesting in-practice examples which
might be helpful for future research, it was decided to include some of them here as a case study. This
would serve as a first step for validation.
First, we examine interaction data gathered which could be equally detected using logging without
observation or additional multimodal data. One interaction pattern which was a good indicator for
an enjoyable sub-game was children repeating this particular sub-game several times before or after
proceeding to the next. In our case, this was a sub-game where they could steer a car by tilting the
mobile device (using the built-in accelerometer sensor) to catch coming letters. This was attributed to
the interaction paradigm used and confirmed the researchers’ intuition that it would be more engaging
than the more traditional interaction paradigms used in the rest of the sub-games. Thus logged repetition
or skipping of a sub-game can be a good indicator of successful design and can thus be translated to game
design decisions. This can be regarded as part of the experience category on the gaming dimension on
the presented model.
It is interesting to note that even here pure logging would not be sufficient to make sure that children
repeated this sub-game because they liked it more and not because they were not able to move on
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation Sessions at the Nursery.
because of other usability problems (finding the correct button to click on for proceeding, for example).
Although this was not the case with our game as it automatically proceeded to the next sub-game unless
the user deliberately chose to repeat a sub-game, it might be the case with other games with the lack of
additional observational data.
Other data which can fit into this category of loggable actions in the R& R Model were correct/wrong
answers given during an Alphabet quiz integrated into the game. This is an example of the performance
category on the learning dimension of the framework. An example of a performance action which can
reflect a problem on the usability dimension was also found in the observation notes: Some children
tried to drag letters during a song which started after a sub-game with dragging letters. They mistakenly
repeated the same action because of the similarity in scene design between the game and the song which
revealed a hidden interaction design flaw. A similar interaction issue was found when children tried
double clicking on an Alphabet range which was designed to cancel selection when re-selected. This
would also be inferable from logging if the time between the two clicks is taken into account but would
also be more easily recognized with direct observation of interactions/reactions. Another similar issue
was found when dragging a letter while holding the device with the other hand touching the screen did
not work, which, depending on the logging nature, might or might not be captured.
Moving on to information which cannot be gained through logging alone, the first thing which is
found is children’s verbal expressions during play (even without asking them to think-aloud, unlike most
sessions with adults). Remarks during and after play like: “I did it!”, “I won!”, “I can’t”, “How do I move
it?” or “Can I play again?” were found to be very valuable for evaluation. According to the utterance,
these can be used on each of the three dimensions, respectively, and will need audio recording to be
captured in a remote evaluation, or otherwise get completely lost. Even more interesting/unexpected
verbal expressions like talking to game characters, singing with songs or explaining to a friend were
noted during the sessions and can be captured as useful audio indicators for e.g. affect and immersion.
Non-verbal data which can also be captured using audio is laughter which was also encountered during
interaction.
An issue related to context which can also be detected using audio was that sometimes children were
not able to hear some audio instructions of the game due to occasional noise in the nursery setting. This
could help in a design decision like making volume adaptable to surrounding noise level. Non-verbal
indicators which would need video capturing include smiles (in our case e.g. when catching a letter,
finishing a sub-game or listening to a song), excitement when starting a new phase, embarrassment
when missing a letter, concentration when answering a quiz question, reacting to a certain sound effect
or being surprised by the fireworks effect. All these indicators of affect and cognition are especially
apparent due to the spontaneous nature of most young children and can be missed due to failure in
verbalizing them on a post-game survey.
It was also found that for some incidents, logging alone might give very ambiguous or even misleading
information: Some kids caught letters in the steering game just by chance and were actually not able
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to steer the car. This would be discoverable by either observing behavior indicating this or recording
and interpreting accelerometer data with the aim of making sure that achievements were on purpose.
Another example was pressing the pause button during the steering game by mistake, which also cannot
be directly inferred from logging alone. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, we were able to map all valuable
observation notes on dimensions of the framework which shows the capacity of the framework in cov-
ering issues encountered in real evaluations. Notes in red need observation or multi-modal data to be
captured, light-blue notes are related to context and dark blue notes are interactions recordable by pure
logging.
Figure 6.2: Mapping Evaluation Data to Framework Dimensions.
6.2 Field Study on LeGUC States
In this section the use of LeGUC states described in Figure 4.8 is demonstrated for evaluating learner
experience in a mobile educational game for children teaching them the German “Artikel”, the Artikel-
Game, to give insight for further game development cycles. The game was created with StoryTec [166],
an authoring environment for creating scene-based serious games based on the NGLOB (Narrative Game-
Based Learning Object) Model [81]. A field study carried out on three days with twenty children in total
aged four to ten playing the ArtikelGame on different devices (laptop, tablet, smartphone) in a language
learning center was carried out (see Figure 5). The researcher observed and took note of occurrences of
different states related to the three categories (Affect and Cognition, Context and Behavior) during the
playtesting sessions using the observer mobile app described in Section 5.2.2 designed specifically for
this purpose. In this app it was possible to record observations which are saved with timestamps at the
moment they are annotated (see Figure 5.4).
The main identified states are depicted in Figure 6.3. The Affective and Cognitive States elicited
were: reflection (or concentration, thinking, workload,..), surprise (here positive, e.g. by funny game
elements), confidence and confusion (or hesitance), pride and sadness (or disappointment, shame,..,
e.g. when giving a wrong answer on a quiz), satisfaction and anger (e.g. anger mostly to usability),
enjoyment (or excitement, engaged concentration) and boredom. Thus, our findings on this dimension
closely resemble the affective and cognitive states identified in [91, 52], where the authors also identified
the occurrence of these states using observation of participants playing an educational game.
To better understand how these states can be linked to event logs recorded from the game, they
were further categorized according to the time they took place related to in-game events on the three
dimensions of learning, gaming and using. The results are depicted in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Occurences of Congnitive, Behavioral and Context States during Playtesting Sessions.
Figure 6.4: Timing of Affective and Cognitive States Related to Dimensions of In-Game Actions.
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Categorizing affective and cognitive states according to their occurrence in relation to achievements is
not a new concept and has been investigated in research, resulting in notions such as activity emotions,
prospective and retrospective outcome emotions [201, 203, 204]. For the current framework, they are
more explicitly defined in relation to Serious Games evaluation and describing how their meaning will
differ according to the dimension of the activity.
As for context states and events shown in Figure 6.3, the identified parameters related to environment
were location (also indoors or outdoors), illumination (can influence ability to see game graphics clearly)
and noise (can influence ability to hear game instructions). Those related to the device were shaking
(may make it difficult to interact, e.g. putting the device on the lap and trying to hit an object) and
orientation (landscape/portrait, flat/upright influence viewing angle and size). Other external events
influencing the interaction are interruptions (e.g. a teacher opening the door and getting into the room)
and instruction (the observer helped the student proceed in the game after s/he were stuck and asked
for help, to prevent the testing session from stopping early or lasting longer than intended..). Most of
the context states were also identified in mobile learning research as presented in Table 3.2 but were
lacking or not precisely defined in Serious Games evaluation frameworks and studies found in literature.
In addition to affect and context, other behaviors expressed by the participants were observed which
cannot be categorized under any of the two notions (see Figure 6.3). Some kids were speaking with
the observer, speaking with friends, answering in-game questions verbally, singing (along with a song
in the game or alone), laughing or thinking aloud. All this can be captured in a testing session using a
microphone and are important for evaluation. These were grouped under the behavior: speech. Another
behavior exhibited was movement: People (and especially children) tend to be moving a lot while en-
gaged in activities and this was observed during the playtesting sessions. Sudden movements affect the
device condition and also media captured during sessions such as recorded session videos. They can also
lead to undesired game actions like accidentally touching the screen, especially when navigation buttons
are placed near screen edges, which is considered a poor design decision for mobile apps.
The behavior of requesting help from the facilitator was considered separately from the speech be-
havior as it can be used as an indicator of confusion or uncertainty but where the problem faced is
explicitly verbalized, offering enormous help to evaluation. Taking note of this can help, for example,
in highlighting this portion of speech, if recorded, as important to consider. Another behavior, which is
actually related to interactions inside the game, but can be better recognized by observing reactions of a
participant is the behavior of tricking or gaming the system. This occurred so frequently in our sessions
that it deserved to be considered in the model: A participant is quickly clicking on random answers of
a question instead of thinking about the answer until the correct answer is clicked. If during looking at
the log data, the researcher only investigates where the user clicked and not how fast s/he clicked, s/he
might miss to interpret this behavior and falsely assume a purposeful decision in choosing the answer.
Thus recording this behavior can help explain strategies behind pure user event logs. Icons similar to
those from Figure 4.8 were then used as real-time annotating buttons in the new version of the observer
app to be used for further playtesting sessions of Serious Games. Figure 6.3 shows occurrences of some
behavioral, affective and context states recorded during the playtesting sessions.
6.3 Evaluation of StoryPlay Multimodal Platform
6.3.1 Playtesting with Children by the Researcher
After an initial technical evaluation where limitations were identified across multiple devices and data
was collected using them, StoryPlay Multimodal was used to evaluate a game teaching children the
German Artikel. To evaluate the application of the tool a special educational game was created with
special requirements. The following were its main requirements (see Figure 6.5):
• created with StoryTec
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• running on different devices
• diversity in mechanics and media
• collecting high number of different gameplay-related events in a relatively short time
• analytics in mind: using tags for recognizable and quantifiable log events
• evoking affect reactions: funny and motivating elements
• a minimum of three different subgames for comparison
• integrating pre-& post-Test
Figure 6.5: Some Screens of the Mobile Game created with StoryTec and tested with StoryPlayMM.
The resulting game had three scene types for each subgame (game scenes, quiz scenes and video
scene).
Three playtesting sessions were carried out in addition to a remote session which kids carried out
with their parents at home. The data was automatically sent to a server from their mobile devices (if
they chose to allow this). In total there were twenty unique children, aged from 4 to 10, but many
kids played more than one session of the game. The data from the first session was used to improve
the game for the second session, simulating iterative design and evaluation of games using information
provided from the data. In addition, some initial sessions were carried out without the observer app
relying on traditional paper-based note-taking of observations by the researcher to assess the difference
in evaluation experience.
Different devices were used in the evaluation a Laptop, a tablet and a smartphone, also different
devices were used for the observer app: a tablet and a smartphone - in addition to the participants
devices at home. In total, 22 log files were recorded.(See Table 6.2)
A limitation of this first evaluation study is that it was a single case study with one Serious Game
created with StoryTec. However, the varying types of scenes and subgames in the game offered variation
and depth to the analysis. In addition, the game had to stay fixed to allow for trying the different features
on the same game, on multiple user sessions to have comparable results. Also, the observation approach
is better to be used with testers on a relatively small scale, then an algorithm can be defined based on
the data for larger scale evaluations.
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Figure 6.6: Evaluation Session Setup.
Table 6.1: Evaluation Participants in Different Sessions.
Session 4y 5y 6y 7y 8y 9y 10y Total
no.1 0 1 5 3 1 1 1 12
no.2 1 0 6 0 1 0 0 8
no.3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 4
Remote 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2
Total 2 4 8 3 1 1 1 26 (20 unique)
Table 6.2: Devices and Software Used in Evaluation and Number of Log Files Generated.
Session Device Game Version Game Log Files Observer Log Files Device Videos Observer Videos Observer Notes
no.1 Laptop 1 0 2 2 8 12
no.2 Tablet 1 8 8 8 1 8
no.3 Smartphone 2 4 4 4 2 4
Remote Tabl./Sm. 2 10 0 4 0 0
Total 22 (14 unique) 14 18 11 24
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The evaluation with children helped mainly identify some improvement aspects which were reported
in [246] and improved in further development versions of all modules. In addition, the evaluation
process was useful for improving the game itself in several iterations.
As a main benefit of the platform was enabling the linking of quantitative with qualitative data, the
evaluation platform was used for exploration in this regard. The two main log statistics used for deeper
investigation for each scene visited were the number of stimulus in a scene and the time between stim-
ulus. These were examined in relation to the observed states from our LeGUC states. When interesting
behaviors were found in the extracted statistics, corresponding observations in the observer file were
investigated to see if they give additional information. Some initial exploration showed that the tool can
be very helpful in pointing out relations between recorded observations and action logs. For example, it
was helpful to highlight differences between reactions to scene types. It was found that depending on
scene types and context, more clicks in a scene was not always better and more time before carrying on
an action was not always bad. This was in-line with our hypothesis that observing reactions, behaviors
and context can help disambiguate game logs.
As our game had different scene types (game, video, quiz), the number of clicks in a scene and the
time between clicks had different meanings in different scene types: for a quiz scene it is better to finish
the scene quickly whereas in the video scene this would mean that the kid was bored and wanted to
skip the video. A high number of clicks in the game scene is a good sign meaning there is a lot of
engaged interaction whereas in the quiz scene this means many wrong answer attempts. The number of
states recorded using the observer app were measured in different scenes to see if they correlate with the
logging events differently. Indeed, the number of clicks and time spent in the game scenes both lead to a
higher number of recorded events. Whereas in the video and quiz scenes they had a different influence.
For example in the video scene, when more time is spent, less behavior is observed. Observations were
necessary to make sense of the logging data. This can be an indicator that multimodal and mobile sensing
data will help disambiguate some logging data [196] and help determine context of the experience.
Figure 6.7: Extracting and Aligning Count Measures for Each Scene from Observer and Game Logs.
Different count measures were extracted from game logs and observer logs, aligned together and
aggregated to count data frequencies of different reactions, behavior and context in each game scene.
Count measures extracted for each scene from the observer logs included reaction, context and behavior
recordings count as well as recorded observer notes and participant utterances. From the game log,
measures such as the number of visits for each scene, the average number of clicks per visit, the average
number of missed clicks per visit, the average time per click, the initial delay (time to first click on first
visit) and the time on scene were extracted.
To get a measure which can be used irrespective of the scene type, the significance metric was normal-
ized using the respective values found for each scene type.
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Figure 6.8: Detecting Interesting Behavior in Logs and Investigating Corresponding Observer Data.
Figure 6.9: Different Relations between Game and Observer Count Measures for Different Scene Types.
Figure 6.10: Metric Significance (Distance from Average) of ClicksPerVisit (CPV) and TimePerVisit (TPV) Calcu-
lated for each Scene Type Separately (to Compare Scenes) and Correlated with Number of Observa-
tions.
Some results suggest a relation between these calculated measures and the observation counts irre-
spective of the scene type as can be seen in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Normalized Factors for ClicksPerVisit and TimePerVisit Significance Metric Correlated with Observa-
tionCount.
6.3.2 Evaluation by Students
This evaluation study included undergraduate Computer Science students taking a Game Design course
in their last semester and was carried out at the end of the course as practical application on the topic
of digital game prototyping. Two different classes took part in the sessions. From the first group, seven
students actively took part, 4 female and 3 male students, and from the second group 9 students were
involved, 5 male and 4 female students. In some milestones, the students worked in groups, in others
individually. The evaluation process consisted of the following steps:
1. creating a game with Storytec and exporting it into an apk
2. testing apks of friends on their mobile devices in the lab while another team member acts as the
observer using the observer app on his/her device
3. filling out an online form about their playtesting process (see Appendix B)
4. letting another tester (preferably a younger family member at home) test their apk outside the lab
while s/he takes notes using the observer app
5. filling out a form about using the capturer and observer app (see Appendix B)
6. the instructor checks the data sent to the server from the devices and assists in technical problems
The main aim of the study was to test the mobile applications on different devices and by different
playtesters and observers as well as test the smoothness of the whole process. An added value of this
study to the first one is also to get remote observer files and test the procedure of their integration with
remote playtesting log files from another device. The online form steps guided students through the
evaluation process so that minimum interventions were needed and asked them questions useful for
assessing the evaluation experience. The last step of testing the desktop replay component by students is
still to be carried out in a further milestone but it was used by the instructor to test the whole integration
and view the received files.
Appendix B shows some results from the online forms filled by the students in their evaluation study.
It can be seen that one major problem was found with respect to switching on the camera on the devices
which make the app crash on some devices as discussed in the implementation challenges in Section 5.3.
Although this problem had been resolved on other devices during the initial technical evaluation, it was
found that it was still present on other devices. In addition, some devices failed to send the data to the
server because of restrictions imposed on apps not downloaded from the Google Play app store. Also,
all permissions for the app like camera, location and data access had to be set manually by going to the
settings (these steps were explained in detail to the students in the online form but some students failed
to carry them out correctly). In general, the challenge of getting all features to work properly on all
different devices was found to be a very difficult and time-consuming process and new android updates
need further updates in some apps when they emerge.
The majority (80%) of students found the apps useful in testing their friends’ games as well as improv-
ing their own game by observing others playtesting it. They also found most controls intuitive. A features
which was found to need improvement was that clicking the back button while uploading cancelled the
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Figure 6.12: Participants in Student Evaluation.
uploading while only the home button allowed for continuing the upload in the background. In addition,
in both evaluation procedures, the multimodal capturer app helped enable remote evaluation in more
naturalistic and unobtrusive settings. Mobile sensing data helped in identifying bad frames from video
recordings and give richer information about the session. Using the observer app for the observations
also revealed valuable insights into Learner Experience aspects as demonstrated in [246]. According to
occurrences of some behavioral, affective and context states recorded during the playtesting sessions,
improvements for the next iteration of the observer app were identified and implemented (see more
details in [246]).
6.3.3 Evaluation by a Teacher
The process of using the three components of StoryPlayMM to evaluate a mobile educational game
(Artikelgame) was carried out by a German teacher giving a German language workshop for Egyptian
kids in a learning center in Egypt. The sessions included 7 boys and 1 girl between the age of 4 and 7.
The following steps were included in the evaluation:
1. Running the game with the capturer app on one device and filling a profile at the beginning of
every session for each child
2. Running the observer app on another device and filling a profile about the teacher as the observer
3. Letting each child test the game with the capturer app in the centre and making observations using
the observer app while the app is recording multimodal data
4. Opening session data on StoryPlayMM desktop component after the sessions and examining them
to give feedback on encountered problems and possible improvements in usability
5. Filling out an online form about using the capturer and observer app (see Appendix B)
6. Filling out an online form about the replayer software
The feedback given by the teacher in the evaluation forms suggests a smooth evaluation session and
an intuitive use of the observer app by the teacher. However, it was noted that the sessions were not
properly terminated with the StoryPublish app which resulted in many session logs recorded into one file
with many pauses in-between sessions, instead of creating a new log file for each session. This means
the process of terminating the game between sessions was not intuitive for the teacher.
6.4 Conclusion and Limitations
The theoretical as well as implementation frameworks developed and presented in this thesis were put
into practice in this chapter by undertaking several user studies. These were carried out to demonstrate
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the benefits of combining multimodal data with event logging for the evaluation of mobile learning
games. Structuring and linking raw multimodal data for easier navigation was found to be very helpful
in carrying out user studies of this type of software. Unified visualization of quantitative and qualitative
playlearner data made it possible to discover relations between game elements and playtester behaviors,
affective and cognitive states as well as evaluation context. Results helped providing the missing answers
for Research Question 4 concerning the benefits of multimodal data for interpreting log events.
However, the same challenges discussed in Section 5.3 were the main challenges faced during the eval-
uation process. Once these challenges have been overcome, a more thorough evaluation investigation
can follow. As discussed in 5.4, it is planned to add some more analysis and visualization features on
StoryPlay in the future and continue the current evaluation process to make improvements on usability.
An evaluation study with more experienced Serious Games researchers other than the authors of the pa-
per would also be desirable. More research is needed to determine when exactly adding more data adds
value for the evaluation of Serious Games and when it is a waste of resources. Some studies in mobile
sensing address these problems to adaptively switch on different sensors according to environmental,
device and user conditions. This research area is especially promising as it helps develop efficient and
effective multimodal mechanisms which add richness to evaluation processes.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
The interdisciplinary field of this thesis topic is emerging and can benefit from studies in adjacent fields to
accelerate faster. Mobile sensor technology can help solve a problem which always existed in assessment
which is the difficulty to gather naturalistic data allowing to track not only users interactions with the
software but also the context in which these interactions take place. This can help developers update
their software according to new trends and circumstances and help teachers track their students’ natural
interactions.
After investigating several research fields associated with the research topic, a review of available
theoretical frameworks as well as research and commercial tools showed a need for defining theoretical
frameworks especially tailoring the use of multimodal data for the evaluation of mobile serious games.
The LeGUC framework for linking serious games log data with affective and cognitive states, user be-
havior and context data was proposed based on a literature review as well as different studies carried out
in the field for evaluating mobile serious games with children and students by serious games researchers
and teachers. It has the aim of filling a gap in theoretical foundations for Serious Games evaluation by
focusing on the value of adding multimodal data to event logs.
First, dimensions of evaluation aspects were defined based on a literature review. Then it was exam-
ined which role multimodal data can play in measuring these aspects, specifically in determining reasons
behind users’ logged gameplay actions and their responses to game events using the proposed model.
Finally, practical examples of using this model for combining logging with multimodal data in evaluation
were discussed as well as applied on a case study as a first validation method.
The framework is an attempt to answer parts of Research Questions 1-3 as it defines parameters for
a serious games evaluation (Research Question 1), defines a hypothesis of why and when multimodal
data is needed to interpret log events in Serious Games Evaluation (Research Question 2) and defines
different types of multimodal data needed in evaluations and when they can be used (Research Question
3). It was used as a foundation for developing a multimodal Serious Game evaluation platform as
a proof-of-concept in order to show the impact of using (mobile) multimodal data on Serious Games
evaluation.
The latter environment offers capturing, synchronization, replay, pre-processing and interactive navi-
gation of multimodal data for Serious Games evaluation. This facilitates discovering relations between
game elements and playtester behaviors, affective and cognitive states as well as evaluation context. The
steps described for creating this software answers parts of Research Questions 3 and 4: How multimodal
data can be captured unobtrusively for Serious Games evaluation, how it can be linked to recorded log
events and what the associated challenges are.
Finally, several user studies were carried out to demonstrate the benefits of combining multimodal
data with event logging for the evaluation of mobile learning games. Structuring and linking raw multi-
modal data for easier navigation was found to be very helpful in carrying out user studies of this type of
software. Unified visualization of quantitative and qualitative playlearner data made it possible to dis-
cover relations between game elements and playtester behaviors, affective and cognitive states as well
as evaluation context. Results helped providing the missing answers for Research Question 4 concerning
the benefits of multimodal data for interpreting log events.
However, many challenges were faced in implementation and evaluation phase which were explained
in detail in the course of this work along with discussing some implemented and some possible future
solutions. Further improvements which can be made to the framework were also presented. Once these
problems are fully solved, a more thorough investigation can be carried out to validate all research claims
with heterogeneous games and users and getting more accurate relations. Hopefully, the results of this
research can help start a series of deeper and wider investigations facilitated by the platform provided
and extended, for example, using machine learning.
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B Online Evaluation Forms with Instructions and Responses
B.1 Online Evaluation Form for the Capturer App
The following is the online form sent to participants to evaluate the process of playtesting games using
the capturer app of StoryPlay Multimodal. It is exported here from Google Forms.
Instructions for running the game
1.
Download the apk on your mobile or transfer it from your computer to your mobile using usb connection.
Playtesting your Game
Thank you very much for taking part in this testing. By doing so you are helping advance research of educational games evaluation. 
Also, it will help you learn more about the process of game playtesting.
ةیمیلعتلا ةینورتكللاا باعللاا ثاحبا يف ةدعاسملاو مییقتلا اذھ يف مكتكراشمل مكل اركش.
If you have any problems in installation or have any questions or want to be updated with new games, please join this group:
 نیزیاع وا تاراسفتسا يا اوكدنع وا اوكتلباق لكاشم يأ ھیف ول 
 ةد بورجلا ىلع اوشخت تیرای
https://chat.whatsapp.com/FQRZEhReX0V4TrdIKN0DsS
* Required
Please write your smartphone or tablet model and android version (the one you will use for evaluation) *
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2. When you try installing it, it will ask you to allow installing an app from outside google play. So you check that you
allow it as in the picture below: (allow unknown sources)
ةروصلا يز نیقفاوم اوكنا اوطغضت مزلا ةبعللا اولزنت ناشعف . google play نم ةیاج شم ةبعل اوطحت نیقفاوم اوكنا اودكأت اوكللوقیح install اولمعت وجیتو اھولزنت امل
:تحت يللا
3. Running the App:
جمانربلا لیغشت
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After installing, the app will look like the below picture: You can put it in an accessible place so you can open easily. دعب
ةدك دعب اھوقلات ناشع. حضاو ناكم يف اھوطحت تیرای :ةروصلا يز اھلكش ةد ىقبیح ةبعللا لیزنت.
2.
Mark only one oval.
they were unchecked
they were checked
I couldn't do this part
When you run the app, this screen will show up: The camera is checked which means the face of the tester will be
video recorded. If you don't want that, you uncheck it. Also the location is checked which means GPS data will be
collected. Other sensors can be deactivated using the third button too. Please create a new profile for every tester
who will play the game by clicking on New Profile and filling out the data. Then every time you can choose his name
from the list of profiles before playing. اھنیزیاع شم ول .بعلیب وھو رتستلا وأ لفطلا شو روصتح ينعی اریماكلا ةملاع .يد ةشاشلا رھظت اھوحتفت امل
لا يقابل ةبسنلاب عوضوملا سفنو (ةمداقلا تاوطخلا يف اھجاتحنح سب) اھوغلتب sensors. ھمسا اوراتختح ةدك دعبو جمانربلا مدختسیح لفط لكل دیدج لیافورب اولمعت تیرای
اھمدختسیام لك.
Make sure all requested permissions are given for this app by going to Settings --> Apps --> StoryPublish -->
permissions --> and checking all permissions (camera, location, etc.). Were they unchecked on your device or
already checked? *
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4. filling out profile data: Please fill out the profile data for each tester using the form below. Then click on confirm
and start game.
. Start Game و confirm اوسودت نیدعبو يد ةشاشلا يف لفط لك تانایب اولمت تیرای
If the app closes and this error appears, then please run it again and disable the camera this time (uncheck the camera
icon), then it will run. ھللا ءاش نا لغتشیح يد ةرملا اریماكلا اوغلتو ينات هولغشت تیرای ةد لكشلا رھظو لفق جمانربلا ول.
3.
Mark only one oval.
yes
No
I never checked the camera option
Did the app crash when the camera option was checked?
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4.
Finishing the Game
ةبعللا ءاھنإ
When the tester finishes playing the game, please press the back button of your mobile. It looks like this: صلخی لفطلا ام دعب
ھلكش ةدو لیابوملا عاتب ةدوعلا رارز ىلع سودت تیرای بعل:
This rating screen will appear: Here you choose the rating from the point of view of the tester or explain and ask them
to do it themselves. Dislike/Bored/Confused/Excited/Loved it. يللا صخشا رظن ةھجو نم مییقتلا اوراتخت تیرای .ةبعللا مییقتل يد ةشاشلا رھظتح
ةعئار وأ ةیلسم وأ ةموھفم شم وأ ةلمم وأ هابجاع شم :راتخی وھ هولخو ھلاھوحرشا وأ اھبعل
Uploading Data
تانایبلا لاسرإ
Now Play the game or let your tester play it! If you are the one who is testing, please think-aloud while testing to
show us what you like/dislike/find boring/confusing/exciting about the game. Please write here your name and the
name of the games you will test.
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After you choose you will get this screen. If you don't have internet you can choose to upload the data later by
unchecking "upload now". If you don't want the recorded video to be sent you can check "discard video" but if it is not a
problem for you please let it be uploaded. If you clicked the back button by mistake, then you can continue the game
by clicking continue. To finish the game click Finish. نكمم نیدعب اتادلا اوتعبت نیزیاعو تقولد تن شیفم ول انھ .يد ةشاشلا اوكلرھظتح اوراتختام دعب
نم ةملاعلا اولیشت upload now. اوراتخت نكمم شتعبتیامو لجستا يللا ویدیفلا اوحسمت نیزیاعولو Discard Video عوجر وتسد وتنكولو .هوتعب ول ادج اندیفیح سب
وسود ةبعللا اولمكت نیزیاعو طلغلاب continue. اوسود finish نایبلا لاسراو جمانربلا ءاھنلا.
While sending data, this screen will appear. This means you have done everything correctly, thank you very much!
Please at this point to continue using your mobile while uploading use the Home button of your mobile and not the
back button, as the back button will cancel uploading. The home screen will let you continue working normally and the
uploading will be done in the background and then closes the app. لیابوملا ىلع لغش اولمكت نیزیاع ول .يد ةشاشلا رھظتب تانایبلا لاسرا ءانثا
ىلع شوسودتام تیرای يداع back رارز ىلع اوسودت تیرای .لاسرلاا يغلیح ناشع Home انھ ةیاغل اوتلصو ول .يداع اولغتشت اوردقتو لیابوملا صن يف ىقبیب يللا
ھللا ءاش نا يدنع ةیدھ اوكیلو وكیل اركش دجب ىقبی.
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5.
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
6.
Files submitted:
Thank you. Please answer the following Questions
7.
Mark only one oval.
Very Difficult
Difficult
Medium
Easy
8.
Mark only one oval.
Other:
The Camera didn't work
The uploading crashed
no bugs
9.
Mark only one oval.
Very Easy
1 2 3 4 5
Very Difficult
Did you see the upload screen? *
Please let someone take a picture of you while you are using the applications which shows you and the
applications you are testing and upload these pictures here. I will check the data uploaded by your app, too. And
you will need it for your next milestone. Thank you. *
How difficult was carrying out this playtesting session? *
Did you encounter any bugs in StoryPublish? *
How easy and intuitive was it to use Storypublish? *
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B.2 Some Evaluation Form Results of the Capturer App
The following are some results from the evaluation form.
How difficult was carrying out this playtesting session?
11 responses
Did you encounter any bugs in StoryPublish?
11 responses
Very Difficult
Difficult
Medium
Easy18.2%45.5%
36.4%
The Camera didn't work
The uploading crashed
no bugs
there's a bugs & camera didn't work
9.1%
45.5%
18.2% 27.3%
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How easy and intuitive was it to use Storypublish?
11 responses
Do you think the data collected using Storypublish will be useful for evaluating the game?
Please explain.
11 responses
yes
yes it required some permissions which is useful like the camera to record while playing but it
doesn't work with me and make profile to collect data about the user who play the game
maybe
yes
i think that but there was a big pro it's independ on one software
Ja,weil es einen Lernerfolg gibt und man diesen auch Vergleichen kann.Man sieht auch wie die
Kinder waehrend des Spiel fuehlen und benahmen.Auch wie die betreuende Perdon die
aufgenommen hat.Man kann auch einen Lernerfolg durch Lernprogramme nachweisen.Insbesonder
durch dieses
yes, because we learn how to look for bugs in games
1 2 3 4 5
0
2
4
6
0 (0%)
6 (54.5%)
4 (36.4%)
0 (0%) 1 (9.1%)
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B.3 Online Evaluation Form for the Observer App
The following is the online form sent to participants to evaluate the process of annotating playtesting
observations using the observer app of StoryPlay Multimodal. The form is exported here from Google
Forms.
Please fill out your game name, session number (displayed at the start of the game) and other information about your
tester and about you (the observer). During this time, also make sure to fill the profile information of the tester on your
game app and be sure that the session number is the same in both apps.
Using the Observer app
This app will be used for taking fast observation notes while someone is playing your game. First, please download and install the 
observer apk on your device. After installing, go to Settings, choose applications, choose observer, choose permissions and give it 
the permission it needs for storage.  You will need another device where your game is already installed so that you use the current 
device for observations while the tester is playing your game. When you install it and run it, you will see the following screen:
* Required
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You can leave the pretest spaces blank. Now both of you start your sessions at the same instance by clicking on start.
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On the other mobile, the game will start. On your observer app, you will see the following screen with many icons, a
textfield and some buttons. You click on the icons when you observe a certain behavior, context or reaction which
happens during the testing. For example, the grey icons stand for the tester doing one of those behaviors: speaking,
moving, tricking, asking for help. The blue icons stand for his positive reactions like being confident while answering a
question, being proud of answering correctly, smiling or laughing. The red icons stand for negative reactions of the
tester like being confused, bored, sad or angry. The green icons are for context events like noise, interruption, or you
offering help to the tester and explaining something in the game. The yellow icons stand for nutral reactions like
reflection and surprise. You can use the textfield for two things: taking a note about something like a bug for example
and then clicking the left purple button, or writing something that the player said and then clicking the right purple
button. The new subgame button can be used when a player goes to the main menu and choose a new subgame.
When the player wishes to finish the session, please click on Finish session and your observed data will be
automatically uploaded along with its timestamp in a .log file.
Thank you. Please answer the following Questions
1.
Mark only one oval.
Very Difficult
Difficult
Medium
Easy
How difficult was carrying out this playtesting session? *
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2.
Mark only one oval.
many
some
few
none
3.
4.
Mark only one oval.
Yes exactly
Yes but with some lag
No, there was a big difference in time
5.
6.
Was the testing too fast for taking notes? How many observations have you missed because of speed? *
Did anything happen which you didn't find a button for? If yes, please specify
Did you start your sessions simultaneously? *
Do you think this app is useful for recording observations during playtesting? What is the difference/advantage of
it to taking notes using pen and paper? *
Do you have any recommendations for improving this app? *
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7.
Thank you for your efforts.
8.
Files submitted:
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Did you notice anything you need to improve in your game during this playtesting session? What is it? *
Please take a photo of your testers while playing your game and let someone take a photo of you while using the
observer app and upload these pictures here. I will check the data uploaded by your app, too. And you will need it
for your next milestone. Thank you. *
 Forms
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B.4 Some Evaluation Form Results of the Observer App
The following are some results from the evaluation form.
How difficult was carrying out this playtesting session?
16 responses
Was the testing too fast for taking notes? How many observations have you missed because of speed?
16 responses
Very Difficult
Difficult
Medium
Easy
18.8%
12.5%62.5%
many
some
few
none
25%
37.5%
31.3%
Did anything happen which you didn't find a button for? If yes, please specify
13 responses
Nein
No
after calculation
no
no but i could not take n…
yes
yes when w…
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Did you start your sessions simultaneously?
16 responses
Do you think this app is useful for recording observations during playtesting? What is the
difference/advantage of it to taking notes using pen and paper?
16 responses
yes
No
it was useful , but taking notes was difficlut
no not useful, the adv of taking notes to prevent forget any comment from the player
yes the difference is the time of taking note may take more time & i miss some of notes
maybe
paper can lose
yes it is more helpful than pen and paper and more funny and easy
no
Yes exactly
Yes but with some lag
No, there was a big difference in time
68.8%
25%
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B.5 Online Evaluation Form for Game Testing
The following are the online forms sent to participants to evaluate the game of another student which
they tested using the capturer app, so that other students can improve their games based on the
feedback given by testers. The form is exported here from Google Forms.
1. Email address *
2.
3.
Please answer the following Questions:
4.
Mark only one oval.
Very Difficult
Difficult
Medium
Easy
5.
Mark only one oval.
many
some
few
none
6.
Mark only one oval.
Didn't enjoy at all
1 2 3 4 5
Enjoyed a lot
Evaluating your Friends' Game
Please answer these questions to tell your opinion about the game you have tested.
* Required
Please write your name here: *
Please write the name of the game you have tested. *
How difficult was using the game? *
Did you encounter any bugs in the game? *
Please rate your enjoyment of the game *
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7.
8.
Thank you for your efforts. If you have any further comments, please add them here:
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Which part did you like most in the game? *
Do you have any suggestions for improving the game? *
 Forms
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B.6 Online Evaluation Form for ArtikelGame Testing
The following are the online forms sent to participants to evaluate the Artikelgame which was
specifically created to collect data for the purpose of this research. The form is exported here from
Google Forms.
Instructions for running the game
1. Please dowload the game using this link:
طبارلا اذھ نم ةبعللا لیزنت ءاجرب:            
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7gaXCr-uaE2Ny1HWUJPSmlxUzg/view?usp=drivesdk
2. When you try installing it, it will ask you to allow installing an app from outside google play. So you check that you
allow it as in the picture below:
A ikel Game Testing
Thank you very much for taking part in this testing. By doing so you are helping us advance research of educational games 
evaluation. 
ةیمیلعتلا ةینورتكللاا باعللاا لاجم يف انثاحبا يف انتدعاسمو مییقتلا اذھ يف مكتكراشمل مكل اركش.
If you have any problems in installation or have any questions or want to be updated with new games, please join this group:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/77neVBKeABCC8BynP5RPCA
 نیزیاع وا تاراسفتسا يا اوكدنع وا اوكتلباق لكاشم يأ ھیف ول 
ةد بورجلا ىلع اوشخت تیرای ةدیدجلا انبعل اوعباتت
https://chat.whatsapp.com/77neVBKeABCC8BynP5RPCA
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لما تنزلوھا وتیجو تعملوا llatsni حیقوللكوا تأكدوا انكوا موافقین تحطوا لعبة مش جایة من yalp elgoog . فعشان تنزلوا اللعبة لازم تضغطوا انكوا موافقین زي الصورة
اللي تحت:
:ppA eht gninnuR .3
تشغیل البرنامج
.ylisae nepo nac uoy os ecalp elbissecca na ni ti tup nac uoY :erutcip woleb eht ekil kool lliw ppa eht ,gnillatsni retfA
.بعد تنزیل اللعبة حیبقى دة شكلھا زي الصورة: یاریت تحطوھا في مكان واضح عشان تلاقوھا بعد كدة. وبعدین شغلوھا .ppa eht nur esaelP
sesnopseR dna snoitcurtsnI htiw smroF noitaulavE enilnO B 631
When you open it, this screen will show up: The camera is checked which means the face of the child will be video
recorded. If you don't want that, you uncheck it. Also the location is checked which means GPS data will be collected.
Other sensors can be deactivated using the third button too. Please create a new profile for every child who will play
the game by clicking on New Profile and filling out the data. Then every time you can choose his name from the list of
profiles before playing. (ثحبلا يف اھاجاتحم سب) اھوغلتب اھنیزیاع شم ول .بعلیب وھو لفطلا شو روصتح ينعی اریماكلا ةملاع .يد ةشاشلا رھظت اھوحتفت امل
لا يقابل ةبسنلاب عوضوملا سفنو sensors. اھمدختسیام لك ھمسا اوراتختح ةدك دعبو جمانربلا مدختسیح لفط لكل دیدج لیافورب اولمعت تیرای.
4. filling out profile data: Please fill out the profile data for each child using the form below. Then click on confirm
and start game.
. Start Game و confirm اوسودت نیدعبو يد ةشاشلا يف لفط لك تانایب اولمت تیرای
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If the app closes and this error appears, then please run it again and disable the camera this time (uncheck the camera
icon), then it will run. ھللا ءاش نا لغتشیح يد ةرملا اریماكلا اوغلتو ينات هولغشت تیرای ةد لكشلا رھظو لفق جمانربلا ول.
Finishing the Game
ةبعللا ءاھنإ
When the kid finishes playing the game, please press the back button of your mobile. It looks like this: بعل صلخی لفطلا ام دعب
ھلكش ةدو لیابوملا عاتب ةدوعلا رارز ىلع سودت تیرای:
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Lab Assistance in Programming Lab for IET 4th semester in Spring 2006
Teaching Assistance in Introduction to Computer Science for Pharmacy 2nd
semester in Winter 2007
Lab Assistance in Computer Graphics for CSEN 7th semester in Winter 2007
TRAINING June 2015 | Course on "Managing R&D Projects" at Ingenium at the Technical
University of Darmstadt, Germany. 
Mai 2015 | Workshop on Presenting Research at Ingenium at the Technical
University of Darmstadt, Germany. 
September 2014 | Course on "Basics of University Didactics: Organizing Tutorials
and Lab Sessions" at the Department of University Didactics at the Technical
University of Darmstadt, Germany. 
June 2014 | Seminar on "Time Management during the Phd process" at Ingenium
at the Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany.
June 2014 | Seminar on "Novel Time Management Techniques" at the Technical
University of Darmstadt, Germany, organized by the In-House Women Traning
Committee. 
Mai 2014 | Workshop on"Effective Communication in the Work Environment" at
thTechnical University of Darmstadt, Germany, organized by the Women
Promotion Working Group at the Mechanical Engineering Department 
Spring Semester 2013| Teacher Training at Neue Deutsche Schule Alexandria
(NDSA - German Future School Alexandria)
July 2010 | First Aid Course at the Nursing College of Alexandria, Egypt. 
December 2005 | Workshop on "The Five Gates to Personal Achievement" organized
by the GUC-SPSA at the German University in Cairo, Egypt. 
May 2006 | "Practical Training on how to present Islam" Program at Bridges
Foundation, Cairo, Egypt.
 April 2006 | "Answering Questions and Refuting Misconceptions about Islam"
Program at Bridges Foundation, Cairo, Egypt. 
March 2006 | "How to Present Islam" Program at Bridges Foundation, Cairo,
Egypt.
AWARDS 2004 | Full Scholarship for the five years of study at the German University in
Cairo 
2006 | Certificate of Appreciation for being an active member in the academic
community Pioneers AWG at the German University in Cairo 
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2007 | Cerificate of Appreciation for being the head of the Academic Committee at
the Diggers Club for Computer and Information at the German University in
Cairo. 
2008 | Scholarship from DAAD for writing Bachelor Thesis at Stuttgart University 
2008 | Scholarship from DAAD for pursuing M.Sc. at Ulm University (not done due
to child care) 
2012 | Report for AINAC Conference Competition about Game Hamza (Master
Thesis Project) awarded Second Place in Entrepreneurship Category 
2017 | Participation at the Qomra Competition with the Short Movie "The Box"
2018 | Participation at the ALECSO Competition in Tunisia with the Mobile Game
"Hamza" 
LANGUAGES Excellent command of Arabic both spoken and written (Mother Language)
Excellent command of English both spoken and written.
 [16.11.2016] IELTS Score: 8: Listening:9, Reading:8, Writing:8, Speaking:7,
Overall: 8. 
 [22.06.2004] ELPET (The English Language Proficiency Entrance Test) at
AUCairo, was eligible for ECLT 103/102.
 [06.07.2004] TOEFL computer-based Exam Score 273 (=643 paper-based) –
28/30 in Listening, 30/30 in Structure/Writing, 24/30 in Reading
Excellent command of German both spoken and written. (Abitur Grade 12 in
German) 
Very good command of French both spoken and written.  (Abitur Grade 14 in
French)
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